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A Mains Driven 500/20 c/s
Signalling Equipment h. williams, a.c.g.l m.i.e.e.

U.D.C. 621.395.342 621.395.631

The need sometimes arises for 500/20 c/s trunk signalling apparatus in buildings where repeater station sapplies are not 
available. For this purpose a bay of applla tus has been developed comprising 20 signalling receivers and all necessary 

supplies, operated entirely from A.C. mains.

lntrodttclion.

D
URING recent years there has been a general 
trend in transmission equipment towards 
operation from A.C. mains, fol'owing the 
introduction of indirectly heated valves. Among the 

reasons for this are the relief from batteries and their 
attendant maintenance and the possibility of obtain
ing higher H.T. voltages. In wartime,. however, 
mains-driven equipment has still further attractions, 
and many officers will be familiar with temporary 
amplifying and signalling equipment (Equipment 
Amplifying No. 34 (E.R.B.) and Equipment Signalling 
No. 8 (V.l'.R.B.) ) which have been used in 
emergencies.

The first permanent mains-driven equipment will, 

however, soon make its appearance in P.O. stations. 
This is known as Equipment Signalling No. 9, and is 
a standard 10 ft. 6 in. repeater bay equipped with 
500/20 c/s signalling units (Units Signalling No. 9) 
and all necessary supplies. The units consist of a 
redesign of the " Unit Signalling No. 3 " familiar to 
many readers, using indirectly heated valves, and the 
opportunity has been taken to introduce several 
additional facilities.

At the present time needs arise for signalling 
facilities at stations where standard repeater station 
voltages do not exist, and therefore the standard bay 
of Units Signalling No. 3 cannot be installed. In other 
cases the repeater station power plant is loaded to 
capacity. Equipment Signalling No. 9 is- therefore 

designed as a permanent or semi-permanent addition 
to a repeater station.

The following are the main constructional features 
and facilities provided :-

(1) The equipment operates entirely from A.C., 
90-250 V, 50-60 c/s. Under mains failure the 
bay is without standby unless the station has 
a duplicate supply, but arrangements are made 
whereby the anode and filament supplies can 
be taken from batteries, probably the existing 
130 V supply in a normal repeater station, and 
loose !i V cells.

(2) Twenty signalling units per bay.

(3) 500 c/s oscillator.

(4) 20 c/s machine. This machine, in addition to 
providing the normal ringing current, is also 
used to " chop " the 500 c/s supply to produce 
500/20 c/s.

(5) The units may be used either on a 2-wire basis 
or may be inserted in the line at a 4-wire point.

(6) Where "two bays are supplied, arrangements 
can be made for 500 c/s and 20 c/s supplies on 
one bay to be coupled to the other bay.

(7) All items cin the bay are fully alarmed.
(8) The bay is complete with all supplies and 

tester (RP398), requiring no additional appara
tus for operation.

General Description of the Signalling Panel.
The conversion unit itself (Unit Signalling No. 9) 

is a modification of the Unit Signalling No. 3, which 
has been in use in the Post Office for many years.

Before proceeding to a detailed description of the 
apparatus, two points regarding signalling frequencies 
should perhaps be made clear. The C.C.I. recom- 
mends1 that on international circuits a signalling 
frequency of 500 c/s interrupted at 20 c/s should be 
transmitted on the trunk line, and this method is 
standard in the B.P.O. It was standardised when it 
was considered necessary from speech ii:nmunity 
reasons, and many ringing receivers in this country 
and on the Continent still require 500/20 c/s for opera
tion. There is no obligation, however, that the 
receiver must make use of this facility, and, in fact, 
all the range of No. 3 signalling receivers wil operate 
on receipt of 500 c/s or 500/20 c/s. The new ringer 
follows the same principle, i.e. it transmits 500/20 c/s 
to, and operates on receipt of 500 c/s or 500/20 c/s from 
the trunk line. '

The standard low frequency ringing in this country 
is 17 c/s (strictly 16j c/s). To economise in machines, 
however, in this apparatus the 20 c/s current utilised 
for the " chopping " is also used for the actual 

ringing current, so that although the ringer will 
accept 17 c/s it actually returns 20 c/s to the exchange. 
This has no practical difficulties in working, but it is 
stated to explain some apparent anoma.ies later.

i Rtunions d'Oslo, Tome l ter, p. 83.
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The function of the unit is to convert 17 c/s from 
the exchange to 500/20 c/s for transmission over 
a repeatered line, and vice versa. Since the ringer 
has to be tapped across the line to receive signals it 
must have a low bridging loss and it must not operate 
on speech. These requirements make the circuit 
more complicated than would appear at first sight. 
Certain other false operating conditions have to be 
guarded against. The schematic circuit diagrams 
which follow show the insertion of the unit in a 2-wire 
and a 4-wire line, and the 500/20 conversion circuit 
itself. To convert the panel to either 2- or 4-wire 
worJ..-ing necessitates certain straps being inserted on 
the tag block, and these are shown by broken lines.

2-Wire Operation (Fig. 1).
Receipt of a 17 c/s signal from the exchange 

operates relay F, which operates G. G2 and G5 apply 
500/20 c/s to the outgoing line. G3 short-circuits the

.Voles.
Speech Transmission 
Path in heavy lines. 
Broken lines indi
cate Straps.

FIG. 1.-0PERATIO!'I: OF Ht::>;GER I:\" 2-\VJRE Lt:-.:E.

input to the 500 c/s receiver so that the very high 
voltage of 17 c/s will not cause its operation. If the 
unit is inserted in a very long 2-wire line, the impedance 
of the 500/20 c/s generntor may not sufficiently match
the balance in the termination, and 
instability may result. G4 is therefore 
provided so that the "receive" side 
of the 4.-wire line may be short- 
circuited if necessary.

Receiptofa500/20 c/s ring operates 
relay A (Fig. 3. Details will be given 
later) and eventually relay D. D2 
and D4 apply 20 c/s ringing to the 
exchange line. D3closes the2-wire line 
with 600 n. As before, on a long 
2-wire line instability may be caused 
as a result of this, and DI is 
provided to short-circuit the " trans
mit " 4-wire line.
4-Wire Operation (Fig. 2).

In this case 20 c/s ringing current 
will be transmitted and 17 c/s re
ceived over the phantom circuit to 
or from the local exchange. On 
receipt of 17 c/s, operation is as in 
the 2-wire case, the contact G3 

preventing false operation from the 17 c/s current 
from the exchange or 500/20 c/s round the remote 
termination.

FIG. 2.-0PERATION OF RINGER IX -!-\VIRE LINE.

Receiving 500/20 c/s from the distant exchange, D 
operates as before, D2 and D4 sending 20 c:s cmrent 
to the local line over the phantom. D3, short
circuiting the rrceive line, prevents any 20 c/s current 
or harmonics thereof returning owr this pair from 
mis-operating the receiver and contact DI prrvents 
any current returning over the other pair a bo from 
causing mis-opcration.

500/20 Co1wersion Circuit.
The circuit of this portion of the signalling unit is 

shown in Fig. 3. The first stage is purely amplifying, 
but the second stage is a limiting amplifier. A 'ignal 
reaching the grid of this valve if of sufficient level to 
cause operation, results in grid current flowing. This, 
by virtue of the small condenser and high resistance 
in the circuit, increases the bias on the valve and so 
recluccs the 'ignal in the anode circuit. Thus signals 
over a wiclc range at the input have a considerable 
levelling effect applied to them. The output of the 
second stage is applied to three series-tuned circuits, 
500 c/s, 600 c/s and 750 c/s, arranged in parallel. A 

FIG. 3.-500/20 c/s CONVERSION CIRCUIT.
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tapping from the inductance of the first supplies 
power via a full-wave rectifier to operate the signal 
relay A, while the tappings from the other two are 
applied in parallel to the guard relay B. Operation of 
relay A alone releases C, which operates D, causirig the 
20 c/s to be sent to line, but operation of B in addition 
to A holds C. Thus operation on speech is prevented 
(a) by relay C which delays the operation of D over 
the longest period which speech is likely to contain 
500 c/s ; (b) by relay B which oper
ates to frequencies other than 500 c/s 
which speech is liable to contain 
in addition to 500 c/s. In practice 
the 500 c/s circuit is broadly tuned 
to allow for approximately ± 3 pet 
cent variation of the 500 c/s supply.
Thr 600c/s circuit is sharply tuned so 
as to reduce the damping on the 
500 c/s circuit, and to be quite 
certain that 500 c/s is excluded. The 
750 c/s circuit, on the other hand, is 
broadly tuned, and the combined 
effect of these two simple circuits 
is to obtain a guarding effect over 
a very wide band of speech fre
quencies. Contacts E2 and E3 pre
vent relay B being held by low 
level signals such as noise after
operation by speech. The unit is specified to be 
capable of operation with levels of + 6 to - 15 db. 
ref. I mW, of nominal 500/20 c/s. The 500 c/s may 
vary ± 3 per ccnt. and the 20 c/s interruptions from 
15 to 25 c/s. The time of operation 500/20 to 20 c/s 
must be within the limits 400-800 milliseconds. 
Severe tests arc made to ensure immunity from 
speech and telex tones, and the bridging loss must 
not exceed 0-3 db. at 800 c/s. .

Referring now to operation on 17 c/s (i.e. operation 
of relay F, Figs. 1, 2 and 3), the unit is specified to 
operate under two conditions : (a) when 17 c/s 70 V 
is applied to the input 20 c/s terminals, tags 3 and 4, 
and (6) when 17 c/s 70 V is applied through 5,000 n 
to the 20 c/s input terminals.

500 c/s and 20 c/s Supplies.
The 20 c/s supply is obtained from a small 5 'vV 

. dynamotor with an associ
ated mains unit (see the 
bottom of Fig. 6.). The 
regulation of this equipment 
in voltage and speed as 
occasioned by the varying 
load of the units is well 
within the limits necessary 
for ringing.

The 500/20 c/s is supplied 
by an oscillator, the sche
matic of which is shown in 
Fig. 4. This consists of a 
single valve oscillator coup
led by transformers T:! and 
T3 to a feed-back amplifier. 
Between these transformers 
.are two rectifier networks 

which are used for the modulation of the 500 c/s pro
duced by the oscillator for the production of 500/20c/s. 
Assuming a positive half-cycle of 20 c/s is applied to 
tag 3, rectifier WI will be closed, i.e. high resistance, 
whereas W2 will be open. 500 c/s current is there
fore free to flow from the lower winding of T2 through 
the rectifier to the lower half of the winding of T3 
and returning via the 0^5 condenser, and a pulse of 
500 c/s leaves tags 7 and 8. When the negative half-

FIG. 4.-500 c/s OSCILLATOR WITH STATIC "CHOPPER."
cycle arrives, however, 'vVl becomes open and short
circuits one winding of T2, whereas W2 is high 
resistance. A leak path from T2 via the 240,000 0 
acts in opposition in transformer T3 to any current 
resulting via W2, and thus the 500 c/s is reduced to 
negligible proportions during the " silent " period.

The oscillator is capable of maintaining the 500 c/s 
frequency ± I ^5 per cent., with supply mains 
voltage variation of 10 per cent. By means of a 
distribution panel the signal voltage to line for each 
unit can be adjusted within the limits + 10 to 
- 20 db. ref. I mW.

Maius U11it.

The schematic of the rectifier for supplying the 
various voltages required is shown in Fig. 5 and does 
not call for comment.

STANDBY SUPPLIES

(AATH

FtG. 5.-)IA1Ns Uxn-.
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Test Facilities.
The input and other.vital points of the ringers are 

wired out through U links (see Fig. 6) so that tests 
^in be carried out on the panels. A test panel 
(R.P. 398) is provided for this purpose, and complete 

’ functional tests be made.

Conclusions.
It is desired to make grateful acknowledgment tc 

Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd., with whom 
the apparatus was developed, for the pho ograpru 
and assistance given.

)-------rUSE PANEL

------_ RINGER 
~PANELS

500120 CIS 
---- OSCILLATOR 

I---------- TEST 
I PANEL(RP396)

U LINK 
PANELS

RINGER 
PANELS

f
}--

20 C/5 SUPPLY

- REAR OF 
MAINS UNIT

Rear. Front.

Fig. 6.—ReAR and Front Views op Complete Bay.
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Distrib1:1tion of the Speaking 
Clock Service

U.D.C. 621.395.91
J. M. RIDD

Th!s article describes the means adopted to extend the Speaking Clock Senice to the principal provincial towns, and the 
additional safeguards against interruption of service which have been introduced.

Introduction.

SINCE the introduction of the speaking clock 
in the London Area in 1936, the service has 
been extended to certain provincial areas and 
a second complete clock installation has been pro

vided at Lancaster House, Liverpool. .
A description of the clock and the initial installa

tion has been given in an earlier article? Every 
endeavour was made on the initial equipment to 
provide an uninterrupted service and, consequently, 
all the main equipment and circuits used on ex
tensions have been duplicated to maintain an efficient 
service which now handles over half a million calls 
per week and also serves some special subscribers. 
Both the London and Liverpool installations are 
in continuous service and each supply a selected 
number of provincial centres ; also in the event of 
a complete breakdown of one installation, or of one 
of the circuits, the other installation is capable of 
maintaining the service to all centres.

" Reserve " and used only when the regular feed 
is out of order.

Provincial Distribution.
The London and Liverpool clock announcements 

are connected to two high-grade trunk circuits, 
which feed the provincial centres on an omnibus 
basis in the form of a ring passing through a number 
of Zone Centres. One ring is normally fed by the 
London installation and the other by the Liverpool 
installation. The two omnibus Trunk circuits at 
present feed 13 provincial centres. These are shown 
in the following list, which also gives the dates when 
the service was introduced :—

Edinburgh April, 1938 Newcastle March, 1939
Manchester April, 1938 Sheffield March, 1939
Glasgow May, 1938 Nottingham April, 1939
Birmingham Nov. l!l38 Leicester May, 1939
Leeds Nov. 1938 Plymouth June, 1939
Bristol Nov.1938

Belfast
Swansea 
Drc. Hl40

June, 1939

CLOCK I NSTAU.ATI^G

PROVINCIAL CENTRES 
*a:^^i«

^^^ENT ClACUrTS 
---------(OMNIBUS TRUNK CI^IT

AND SPURS)

VF ^CHANNELS 
. ---(MONITORING ANO 

^^^ING SIGNM.S)

GLASGOW

MANCHESTER

PLYMOUTH

FIG. 1.—Distribution Circuits.

TIM 3

□ERENLV-L Timi
BIRMINGHAM

SWANSEA

LV-L 
TIM 4

SHCTHCLD

NOTTINGHAM

□CESTER

BRISTOL
LONDON

Fig. 1 is a schematic of the distribution network 
showing the permanent routes only. It will be seen 
that centres not on the ring circuit a.re served by 
spur connections and that the Swansea-Plymouth- 
Bristol spur, together with the spurs to Belfast and 
Nottingham arc not provided in duplicate. Normal 
traffic circuits a.re earmarked as reserve circuits for 
use if the regular feeds fail.

Each provincial centre through which the omnibus 
trunk circuit passes has both the London and Liver
pool feeds, and the shortest route, i.e. the route to 
the nearest clock installation is no1 mally used as the 
regular feed. The other feed is classified as the

'P.O.E.E.J, Vol. 29, p. 261.

Provincial Exchange Equipment. '
The equipment fitted at provincial centres is 

installed at the central or main exchange in the 
area and consists of terminating relay sets for ter
minating automatic calls to the clock, together 
with two Unit Amplifiers No. 25 or 25a and an 

amplifier control circuit. One of the amplifiers 
acts as the working amplifier, while the other acts 
as the standby and is not normally energised. When 
a fault occurs on the feed circuit or on the working 
amplifier, the standby amplifier is automatically 
brought into service by the amplifier contr61 circuit. 
During the warming up time of this amplifier, N.U. 
tone is connected to the terminating relay sets and 
an "urgent" and "deferred." alarm given. "With the 
energising of the amplifier and the connection of 
announcement to the output transformer, the N.U. 
tone and urgent alarm are removed, but the deferred 
alarm persists, indicating to the maintenance staff 
that attention is required on the equipment. The
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amplifiers are designed to provide a low impedance 
output capable of serving the terminating relay 
sets at each centre.

Subscribers at the 13 centres requiring the time 
announcements dial " TIM " in the Director Areas 
of Birmingham, Manchester and Glasgow, and 
" 952 " at all the non-director areas. Generally, 
the automatic connections to the speaking clock 
are limited to subscribers within the linked num
bering scheme of the area and a unit fee charge is 
ma!le.
Provincial Rack.

Standard racks have been designed to accommodate 
the equipment required at provincial director and 
non-director areas and provide for :— '

(a) llfounting space for relay sets.
(b) Two amplifiers and an amplifier control panel 
(c) Two time pulse generating circuits.
(d) Mercury relay switches and iron clad 

switches in the mains supply to the amplifiers
(e) Fuses.
(/) Wi>e link strips.

The circuits of the terminating relay sets varv 
slightly at the different centres on account of 
differences in the automatic systems. The facilities 
afforded by the circuits are standardised, however, 
and are as described in the previous article.

The amplifiers are of the mains energised two-stage 
type. To the output of the last stage of amplifica
tion a valve is connected which monitors the output 
signals. If signals of a prearranged !eve! persist a 
relay in the valve anode circuit is held operated. 
A delay network is employed in the control grid 
circuit of the valve to maintain an anode current 
sufficient to hold this rclav operated during the 
silent periods between announcements. On a
failure of the signals or of the amplifier itself, this 
relay is released and causes the amplifier control 
panel to come into operation. This control panel 
automatically connects the mains to the reserve 
amplifier which, if receiving the input signals at the 
correct level, feeds the announcements to the output 
transformer.

The " S and Z " pulse generating circuits arrange 
for the announcements to be disconnected from the 
relay sets after a period of 60-120 seconds. The 
leads connecting the announcements, NU tone and 
" S and Z " pulses to each relay set are feel via 
wire link strips which provide a means of isolating 
individual shelves during the tracing and clearing 
of faults.

Traffic meters are provided on the basis of one per 
relay set and arc located on the meter rack.
London and Liverpool Repeater Station Eq11ipme11t.

The clock announcements are connected to the 
omnibus trunk circuit at London and Liverpool 
repeater stations by " U " links, as shown in Fig. 2. 
These links, if removed from the "supply " position 
and replaced in the " through " position at London 
repeater station, disconnect the London input and 
extend the Liverpool omnibus circuits through to 
the London circuits. Thus with the U links in 
102

the through position, all omnibus circuits are 
directly fed from Liverpool.

Fig. 2.—Omnibus Trunk Circuit Connections at 
HEPE:\TER STATIO!\'S.

A similar arrangement is provided at Liverpool, 
but in this case, when the U links arc in the 
through position the Liverpool input is discon
nected and the London omnibus circuits are ex
tended through to the Liverpool circuits.

At the four ends of the omnibus trunk circuits, 
i.e. the London termination of the circuits feeding 
the announcements from the Liverpool clock in
stallation and vice versa, an " Announcement 
Failure Alarm " equipment has been connected. 
This equipment consists of an amplifier \\'hich has 
been moclif1ccl to hold a relay operated if the time 
announcements arc continuously received nt a pre
arranged level. Should the input fall below thi;; 
level or fail completely, the relay releases and an 
alarm is given in the repeater station.

If an announcement failure alarm is received at 
London the maintenance officer advises Liverpool 
of the fault and if the alarm is received at Liverpool, 
the London maintenance staff arc notified.
Change-over Arraugement at London Repeater Station.

On all failures of the complete London clock 
installation with a consequent change-over, the 
officer-in-charge of the Holborn equipment informs 
the London Trunk Test that an interruption of the 
service has occurred. This enables all enquiries from 
the provincial centres taking the London clock 
announcement to be informed. that a speech failure 
has occurred, which would account for the change
over of their amplifiers. Further, if it is thought that 
this condition will persist, the Repeater Room 
staff will change over the U links to the through 
position.

The change-over to the " through " position is 
not imperative on short duration interruptions, as 
an alternative circuit feeding Liverpool rurnounce- 
ments to the London omnibus circuit is automati
cally connected when the reserve amplifiers at Holborn



Exchange become energised. This alternative feed, 
however, involves the announcements being supplied 
through two circuits and the reserve amplifier which 
are removed from the circuit when the U links 
are changed over to the " through " position.

London Distribution.

Bv far the greatest traffic to the speaking clock 
originates in and around London. Originally such 

calls from subscribers connected to the automatic 
network terminated on special relay sets at Holborn 
Tandem. However, with the opening of a duplicate 
tandem exchange at Museum exchange, approxi
mately half the relay sets were transferred to this 
exchange and together with the special amplifier 
equipment were brought into service in December, 

1942.
Direct feeds arc provided to certain manual 

exchanges in the unit fee area and also to certain 
special subscribers. The distribution arrangements 
for London arc shown in Fig. 3.

CFB and the CF relays in all the terminating relay 
sets to operate, which in turn cause NU tone to be 

connected to all outlets except the lines to the 
omnibus trunk circuit. These circuits are left dis
connected so that the failure of the announcements 
causes the provincial amplifiers working to the 
London clock to change over :. otherwise the local 
subscribers at these centres would be charg<!d a fee 
for listening to London NU tone instead of the 
London announcements.

When the reserve amplifier has become energised, 
announcements are connected to the output trans
former. At the same time the operation of a relay 
in the amplifier causes the release of relays CFA, 
CFB and CF, which disconnect the NU tone .and 
reconnect the announcements to all the London 
outlets.

Monitoring and Correcting Time Signals.

Facilities are provided for the maintenance staff 
at each clock installation to be given an indication of

FIG. 3.-TIM DISTRIBUTION (LONDON).

Change-over Arra11ge111cnts at Holbom Exchange.
For the emergency distribution of the Liverpool 

clock announcements two reserve amplifiers were 
installed at Holborn Tandem in November, 1943, 
so that should both the London clocks fail simi1l- 
taneondy the interruption to service is of short 
duration. Two circuits have been provided connecting 
the Liverpool omnibus circuit termination at London 
repeater station to the two reserve amplifiers. Conse
quently should the clock installation develop a fault 
or an excess time error an alarm is given and the 
lines to the output transformer arc automatically 
changed over from the clock amplifiers to the reserve 
amplifiers. These reserve amplifiers arc not normally 
energised and no Liverpool clock announcements 
reach the output transformer until tlw mains supply 
has been automatically connected and the amplifier 

warms up.
During the period of warming up, an earth is 

extended vi;i. the t\\'n ;i,mplificrs to operate relay 
CFA (Fig. 3). A contact of this relay causes relay 

the number of clocks running correctly at the distant 
installation and also for all the clocks to be checked 
automaticaily against hourly time signals originating 
from either of two sources. These are known as 
the " Monitoring " and " Correcting " time signals 

respectively, and Fig. 1 shows the Edinburgh- 
London, Edinburgh-Liverpool, "go " VF channel 

and a " go " and " return " London-Liverpool VF 
channel which have been provided to transmit these 
signals. Each clock installation is therefore provided 
with two time signals from observatories in different 
parts of the country. The Edinburgh-Liverpool and 
the London-Liverpool circuits provide these signals 
at the Liverpool clock installation, while the Edin
burgh-London (with an alternative rnute Edinburgh- 
Livcrpool-London), together with the signal received 
locally.are provided at the London clock installation. 
To make full use of each VF channel arrangemeats 
have been made to connect the channels to the timing 
equipment from five minutes before until two minutes 
after each hour to pass the time signals. Fortheremain-
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ing fifty-three minutes of the hour, the Edinburgh- 
London circuit is switched to give teleprinter service 
between the two observatories, while the London- 
Liverpool " go " and " return " channels are used 
to transmit the monitoring signal between the two 
clock installatiop.s. These monitoring signals arrange 
to indicate on a 13.!Jlp at each clock installation 
whethet both clocks at the distant installation are 
running correctly, or if either or both have failed 
or been taken out of service, e.g. if botl1 clocks at 
London are runi ng correctly a steady glow is re
ceived at the Liverpool monitoring panel. Should, 
however, one clock be removed from servicE for 
maintenance or due to a failure of the equipment, 
at London, the steady glow is converted to a flashing 
signal. Further, if both clocks be removed from 
service (or in the case of London, the circuits serving 
the distribution fail) the lamp is extinguis hed.

It is thus possible for the maintenance staff at 
each installation to see at a glance whether one or 
both of the clocks are running correctly at the other

installation before a local clock is removed from. 
service. This facility is of great assistance to the 
maintenance staff and minimises the risk of simul
taneous removal of the clocks from service, which 
would endanger the continuity of service.

Fig. 4 shows schematically the arrangement- 
adopted at London. With both clocks running 
correctly, relay GG is held operated, a contact of 
which causes battery to operate relay TM at the W 
Terminal Station, while another lights the " out 
lamp locally. The distant VF equipment controls 
two relays, HH and NN, which are similar to those 
shown in Fig. 4 and these light the " in " lamp at 
Liverpool. . .

The circuits are taken through " U " link_s at 
. London repeater station, and these are associated 

with the links carrying the announcements. The 
change-over of the " U " links releases relay TM 
if the speech circuits between Holbom and London. . ■ — — — ■ a a ■ ■ a .repeater station become faulty ; in addition it 
prevents the relay being operated when maintenance

NN

HOLBORN EXCHANGE

MONITORING 
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r5 OUT

JUNCTION

<500

300 GG

•
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^
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Repeater 

STATION

— — — —
I--------- -J ^__!-.-TO UvrnPOOL 

t vrCHANNEL
. +eo

------- (shown operated)

,+80
------ (SHOWN OPERATED)

FIG. 4.-MONITORING CIRCUIT

work is proceeding on the clock equip
ment and immediately gives arl indica
tion to the Liverpool maintenance staff 
that their installation is feeding the 
whole of the country with the time 
service and that London clocks are
out of service .

On this equipment, all junctions 
connecting apparatus in different build
ings are duplicated.
Co11cl11sio11.

The popularity of the Speaking Clock 
service is such that consideration has 
already been given to its extension to 
group centres. It is probable that this

1 t 
the conclusion of hostilities as plant 
b('comcs available.

TELEPHOXE AND TELEGHAPH STATISTICS-SINGLE WIHE MILEAGES AS AT SEPTEMBEH, 1944 
THE PHOPERTY OF, AND MAINTAINED BY, THE POST OFFICE

. REGIOX
1 OVERHEAD f UNDERGROUND

Trunks and 
Telegraphs Junctions Subscribers •

Trunks and 
Telegraphs t J unction t Subscribers 1

Home Counties .. .. 16,319 48,366 325,907 1,545,332 344,810 1,373.492

South Western .. .. 7,8IO 42,2I3 247,918 778,086 143,092 753.393

Midland . . . . .. 8,105 37,289 198,922 929,483 298,010 1,034,398

Welsh & Border Counties ,. 8,762 26,075 141,091 483,775 74,857 314,478

North Eastern .. .. 12,343 24,095 169,384 785,905 233,092 977,698

North Western .. .. 1,315 9,159 108,007 598,449 368,623 1,235,493

Northern Ireland .. .. 9,789 JO,66- 33,994 107,025 43‘929 135fJjS
Scottish .. .. . . 24:112 33,694 180:728 703:265 243,041 813:699

Provinces .. .. .. J 88,608 231,558 1,405,181 5.93L320 .749.454 6.63.009

London .......................... ! 367
1

1,640 73,615 868,625 1,700,173 3,760,607

—-—-——-
United Kingdom .. .. 1 88,975 233,198 ' 1,478,796 6, 799,945 3,449,627 10,399,216

• Indudes al spJ?UO wires. t Al Swires (inclut 
11,j' Al wircS (inclu

g spares) ia wholly M.U. Cables. t All Swires (indudmg spares) m who y j nction Cables
g spares) In Sub's. and mixed Junction and Sub's. Cables.
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Portable Trunk Units H. S. WATERS.
U.D.C. 621.395.332

The author gives brief details of the factors leading to the introduction of transportable units for operating trunk circuits on a 
delay basis and describes their design and operating functions.

Introduction.

THE dispersal of businesses and population, 
often into the less densely telephoned areas, and 
the depletion of public trunk routes to provide 
circuits for defence and emergency requirements 

are factors, peculiar to war time, which have re
sulted in temporary traffic overload conditions 

. unforeseen when the exchanges concerned, par
ticularly Zone and Group Centres, were designed.

F!G. ).—Portable Trunk Unit.

The desirability of providing some means of afford
ing the necessary relief which could be—

(a) of small first cost, thus reduc'ng the labour 
and materials required for construction 

this type of call outgoing multiple facilities be 
dispensed with, although this tends to reduce the 
efficiency of the trunk group. These calls have a 
high operational call value, thus giving a large 
measure of relief to the main switchboard, and it 
is. found in. practice that a delay •operator 
keep about two trunk circuits fully occupied. Accor
dingly the portable trunk units have been designed 
to give facilities for setting up delayed or suspended 

calls, each operating position con
trolling two trunk circuits.

Simplicity is also achieved by 
arranging for al switching opera
tions to be performed by keys and 

•by omitting timing equipment and 
facilities for controlling 2 V.F. 
trunk circuits. ' In other respects 
portable trunk units ' provide the 
usual facilities applicable to the 
main switchboard positions re
levant to the auto-manual, C.B. 
or C.B.S. exchange in question.
General Description of Unit.

To give these limited facilities 
it was found possible to design a 
self-contained unit comprising two 
panels or operating positions in 
a wooden case suitable for placing 
on an ordinary table. The case 
is 2 ft. 9 in. long, I ft. 4 in. deep 

and I ft. 4! in. high and has a removable top and 
hinged back and front to facilitate maintenance access 
to the relays and other apparatus fitted on standard 
mounting plates inside the case (Figs. 2 and 3). . 

(b) easily installed, to economise 
gineering labour and

(c) transportable, so that the 
equipment could be transferred 
readily for use elsewhere

led to development of the equip
ment known as portable trunk units, 
which are described in this article. 
A typical unit is illustrated in Fig. I.

Type of Call Handled.
In order to achieve simplicity, 

the equipment must of necessity 
have limited traffic facilities and the 
type of call handled must be cap
able of being dealt with away from 
the main switchboard. This is 
achieved by handling delayed or 
suspended calls, which arc presented 
to the delay operator in the form 
of tickets recorded at other positions 
so that answering multiple facilities 
are not required. Moreover, with

in local en- Each panel has two connecting circuits, each of

Fig. 2.-Rear Vmw of Unit—Top Removed and Back Open.
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which an outgoing (or bothway used in the 
outgoing direction) automatic or generator signalling 
trunk circuit connected to one side and facilities for 
gaining access to any subscriber in the group on 
the other.

The connecting circuit is controlled by four keys 
(Connect Trunk ; Connect Local ; •Speak and 
Monitor ; Ring and Dial) and two supervisory lamps 

Fig. 3.—Front View of Unit—Top Removeo and Front OrEN.

and is designed to simulate the conditions given 
by the cord circuits at the exchange concerned. This 
enables the trunk circuits diverted to the unit to 
retain the standard terminating equipment already 
fitted.

A third local circuit is provided and used as a 
speaker circuit to the main suite. It has only two 
keys (Speak and Dial ; Call) and no supervisory 
lamp.

A double operator's telephone jack and, at auto
manual exchanges, a dial are fitted for each delay 
operator.

To provide sufficient " elbow room " for the 
operators the units arc installed in an island suite 
wherever ‘ accommodation permits with alternate 
units faced in opposite directions (sec Fig. 4 (a). If

o o r.ti o----- \—*--------------
I ‘I r 'p

/—t---- -------- f—H
KJ KJ 0 V \J 0

TABLfS IN ISLAND POSITION, 
OPERATORS FACING BOTH WAYS

(a) ______

0 \J 0 0 0 0
TABLES ACAINsr WALL, 

(OPERATORS EACINC ONE WAY

_ . . (b)_______ ______ _
Fig. {.—Arrangements for Seating OF' Operators. 

accommodation is so limited that operators can sit 
only at one side of the table the units are spaced out 
as shown in Fig. 4 (b).

Method of Connecting Trunk Circuits to the Units.
The trunk side of each connecting circuit is wired 

to a spare multiple jack into which the traffic staff, 
when desiring to staff a portable trunk unit, plug one

end of a double-ended cord, of which 
the other end is inserted into the 
outgoing multiple jack of the 
selected trunk circuit. Thus the 
trunk circuit is diverted to the 
portable trunk unit and at the same . 
time the normal " engaged " con
ditions are imposed on that circuit 
throughout the multiple. To avoid 
having the slack of ordinary double
ended cords trailing over the switch
board and getting into the operators' 
way, the double-ended cordisformed 
by removing the wiring from the 
tags ofa spare cord circuit and strap
ping the T, R and S tags respec
tively of the pair of cords. The 
equivalent of a double-ended cord 
is thus obtained while retaining 
the pulley-weights t o take up sJack.

At auto-manual sleeve control exchanges a key is 
fitted on each panel to condition it for either auto 
signalling or generator signalling working and for 
this reason. at sleeve control exchanges, both trunk 
circuits connected to a panel must have the same 
method of working.

Operating Procedure al A uto-Mmwal Exchanges.
To set up a connection the operator throws a 

onnect trunk kcv, which sends calling condi
tions to line if tlie trunk is automatic signalling. 
If the trunk is generator signalling, ringing con
ditions arc applied by operation of the " ring trunk " 
key. The speak key is also operated to enable the 
demand to be passed to the distant end.

The local subscriber is obtained by operating the 
connect local key (which gives access to a selector 
and the dial local key). The operator proceeds 
to dial the local subscriber, or, if the subscriber 
cannot be dialled, e.g., because the subscriber is 
connected to a manual exchange to which dialling 
access is not provided, dials a code to obtain an 
operator at the main suite for assistance.

While the two connect keys remain operated tltc 
two subscribers are connected for conversation. 
The operator times the call by reference either to 
the exchange clock or to a clock fitted adjacent to 
the suite of portable trunk units.

Operating Procedure at Manual Exchanges.
The delay operator establishes connection to the 

distant subscriber over the trunk circuit in the same 
manner as described above for auto-manual ex
changes.

All connections to subscribers in the local area are 
obtained by enlisting the aid of an operator at the ■ 
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main suite. . Operation of the connect local key 
causes a calling lamp to light on a main suite position 
which is equipped with " B " type cord circuits to 
provide through supervision from the subscriber to 
the unit. Thus demands are passed from the unit 
to the main suite over the local circuit to be used 
for completing the connection.

An alternative method, at C.B. exchanges only, 
is to terminate the local circuits on plug-ended order 
wire equipment and to pass demands from the units 
to the main suite over order wires. Normally in 
order wire working, the incoming operator allocates 
the circuit to be used and the originating operator 
picks up the appropriate circuit in the outgoing 
multiple. In this case; however, the outgoing circuits 
are not multiplied over the portable trunk units and 
it is necessary for the trunk unit operator to advise 
the incoming order wire operator on which circuit 
the connection is required.

Types of Units
To meet the varying circuit conditions applicable 

to the different types of manual and auto-manual 
exchanges, it has been found necessary to develop 
five types of portable trunk units as detailed below :-

(c) Bridge control director, 111m-director and Siemens 
No. 16 exchange unit.
At bridge control exchanges the trunk ter

minating equipment may not include a trans
mission bridge and the bridge is incorporated 
in the unit. It is also necessary to include a 
bridge in the unit at bridge control non-director 
and Siemens No. 16 exchanges as the local side 
of the connecting circuits is wired to bridgeless 
Ist selectors.

(d) 22 V and 40 V C.B. and C.B.S. No. 2 exchange 
itnit.
This unit incorporates the necessary trans

mission bridge and includes the alternative 
methods for obtaining local subscribers already 
described.

(e) C.B.S. No. I exchange 1mit.
This unit includes the necessary transmission 

bridge, together with special trunk circuit 
switching keys of which the function is described 
later.

Circuit Description of a Sleeve Control Non-Director 
Exchange Unit.

When a trunk circuit is patched to a connecting
SWITCH CONNCT RINC

TAUM< TRWKAS

MULTIPLE

CCNCRaTOR SiCNALLINC taunk TERMINATION

TO DIAL 
ClR<:UT

™ • 
OPCRATOR’S 
RCCClVCR 

VIA 
MONITOR 

KCY.

TO ^^UtOA;S 
TC^^^C 

CIRCUIT VIA 
SPCAK L^^, 
SPEAK TRUNK 

KCY.

TRUNK UNIT CONNCCTINC CIRC!.i=T.

FIG. 5.-CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENTS FOR SLEEVE CONTROL NON-DIRECTOR EXCHANGE UNIT.

INCOWNG 
FIRST 

SELECTOR

(a) Sleeve-control director excha11ge unit.
The local side of each connecting circuit is 

terminated on a manual lst code selector. 
As this selector includes the requisite trans
mission bridge and returns supervisory condi
tions over a 3rd wire this type of unit does 
not need a transmission bridge.

(b) Sleeve-control uon-dircclor and Siemens No. 16 
exclza11ge unit.

At these exchanges the local side of each 
connecting circuit is lcrminatcc! on lst selectors 
which do not include a trans1111ss1.0n bn_ dge and 
the bridge is incorporated in the unit. 

circuit (Fig. 5) the sleeve battery imposes engaged 
test conditions throughout the multiple and operates 
relay M in the trunk termination. The operation of 
relay M operates the free line signal lamp relay which 
darkens the F.L.S. lamps of that circuit.

When automatic signalling trunks are to be con
trolled, the portable trunk unit conditioning key will 
have been operated to "switch AS" and battery 
wil be applied via the connect key to the T wire. 
This operates relay RR in the trunk termination 
so that RR contact disconnects battery via M 
operated from the trunk line. To establish a con
nection the speak key and the connect trunk key are 
operated. The latter disconnects the terminating 
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impedance and connects the trunk circuit, simul
taneously disconnecting the battery from the T 
wire and causing RR relay to release. The RR relay 
contact, when released, connects battery . via M 
operated to the trunk. line which sends a calling 
signal to the distant end. \Vhen the distant operator 
answers supervisory conditions are returned in the 
standard manner and the portable trunk unit operator 
demands the required exchange and/or number. 
Supervisory conditions are also returned when the 
required subscriber answers. '

When generator signalling trunk circuits are 
patched to the panel, the conditioning key is not 
operated and the trunk termination RR relay is 
normal. To call on the trunk circuit the connect 
trunk key is operated, followed by the ring trunk 
key, which causes relay RR to operate and send 
ringing current to line.

To obtain the originating subscriber, the operator 
retains ' operated the connect trunk key and the 
speak key, operates the connect local key and the 
dial key and proceeds to dial the subscriber's 
number, preceded, if necessary, by a code. On 
completion of dialling, the dial key is restored, but 
the connect local key is left operated.

When the local subscriber answers, the standard 
D and I loop conditions cause the local side super
visory lamp to darken. The two subscribers are now 
connected through for conversation and the operator 
restores the speak key and times the call. The two 
connect keys arc kept operated for the duration 
of the call.

The operator's telephone, monitor, 
speaker circuit is shown in Fig. 6.

dial and

MONITOR

Fig. 6.—0PERAToa"s C1acu1T.
During the progress of the call the operator can 

monitor via a low Joss circuit by operating the 
connecting circuit monitor key. By reference to 
both Figs. 5 and 6 it will be seen that the monitoring 
circuit is via two 2,000 ohm resistors and the monitor 
key direct to the operator's receiver, the operator's 
induction coil being disconnected.

The operator's dial circuit includes the facility, 
now standard for sleeve control positions, of listening 
for tone signals while the dial key is operated and 

the dial at rest. This is achieved by relay DK, 
which operates when the dial is moved off normal 
and completes the dialling circuit. At the end of an 
impulse train relay DK restores slowly and via its 
back contacts connects the operator's telephone 
circuit. .

The^ speaker circuit to the main switchboard has 
only two keys (call ; speak and dial). It is con
nected either to an automatic subscriber's calling 
equipment or to a trunk subscriber's calling equip
ment and loop calling conditions are established 
when the call key is operated. If wired to an auto
matic subscriber's calling equipment, the operator 
dials " 0 " to obtain access to the main switch
board. Usually, however, this circuit is terminated 
on trunk subscriber's equipment so that the operator 
has direct access to the main suite.

C.B.S. No. I Exchanges.

Special arrangements are required at C.B.S. No. I 
exchanges because the use of 8 point multiple jacks 
precludes patching trunk circuits to the units by 
double-ended cords. Instead, two trunk circuits are 
wired via switching keys to each panel of the portable 
trunk units. The switching keys are mounted on the 
units and in their normal position extend the trunk 
circuits to the main suite outgoing multiple for normal 
use. When the units are staffed the switching keys 
are operated and cause the trunk circuits to be 
diverted to the units and at the same time impose 
engaged conditions throughout the outgoing multiple. 
The disadvantage of this scheme is that an alteration 
in the allocation of trunk circuits to the units involves 
rejumpering, whereas the "patching" scheme used at 

auto-manual and C.B. exchanges 
provides full flexibility without 
jumpering alterations.
Co11cl11sion.

Although the equipment de
scribed in the foregoing paragraphs 
has been designed primarily to 
fulfil a need at group and zone 
centre exchanges, its use need not 
necessarily be restrietcd to such 
exchanges. In many areas severe 
shortage of circuits exists on toll 
routes on which delay workmg 1.s 
in force, resulting in increased traffic 
load, and the employment of units 
at minor exchanges may solve

problems at these congested small exchanges. .
It may well be that the future delay or suspended 

call position will also take a form s.mu_lar to the 
portable trunk units as the ordinary switchboard 
position appears to be unduly expensive to provide 
the comparatively limited facilities reqmired for 
delay working. The immediate post-war penod 
may also introduce problems, the soluti.on of 
which lies in the use of simple transportable 
equipment.
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Constant Speed Impulse h. t. mitchell, A*,«, and

Motors T. PILLING, B.sc.(Tech.), a.mli.e.e.
U.D.C. 611.313.22 •

The article gives details and performance curves of two constant speed impulse motors. •The flnt of these motors is manufactured 
in the U.S.A., the second being an experimental model designed and constructed by the authors. The speed of the former 
Is controlled by a centrifugal governor whereas the speed control of the latter is a differential gear in ^^^tion with a balance 

• • • wheel and escapement.

Introduction.

SOME months ago the authors had the problem 
of designing a small portable radio equipment 
which would operate unattended for a week from 
batteries. The radio equipment itself presented little 

difficulty, but during the course of the week of 
operation a drum which was associated with the 
radio equipment had to be rotated at one revolution 
per minute with an accuracy of ±10 revolutions in 
the 10,080 revolutions it would make in the course 
of the seven days unattend d operation.

The normal type of D.C. motor using a permanent 
magnet field consumes approximately 8-12 W, 
which is prohibitive for such work even if an accurate 
governor could be fitted. The only .proprietary 
motor which could be found which in •any way 
approachc d the requirements was a motor manufac
tured in the U.S.A. for controlling over long pericds 
the flashing light of a marine buoy. The energy 
requirrd to drive this motor for a year was claimed 
by the manufacturers to be 75 Wh with an 
efficiency of 25 per cent., that is, a power consump
tion of 9 mW. This motor is of the impulse type and 
a centrifugal governor attached to the rotor is arranged 
to control the spefd by adjusting the length of the 
pulses of current kd to the coils. The accuracy of 
the speed control by this governor was not sufficient 
but the idea occurred to the authors that if instead 
of a centrifugal governor a balance wheel and escape
ment were used in conjunction with a differential 
gear to effect the alteration in the length of the 
pulses of current a motor of similar efficiency and 
with a much better speed control would be obtained. 
An experimental motor embcdying this idea was 
made and its performance compared with the 
governed impulse motor.

FIG, 1.-WAI.I.ACE AND T!EJ{NAN hirUl.SE MoroR ..

Governed bnptdse Motor.
This motor is manufactured by Wallace and 

Tier^m of New Jersey( U.S.A., and has been de- 
sigmd to drive the . flashfr mechanism of marine 
lights. It is covmd by British Patent Specifications 
Nos. 409,481 and 498,723. Fig. 1 is a photograph 
showing the genrral construction of the motor and 
Fig. 2 gives additional details to enable the mode

-ROTOR SHAFT

Fig, 2.—Governor Details. Wallace and Tiernan
Motor.

of action of the governor to be understocd more 
easily.

The motor consists of a permanent magnet rotor, 
comprising a pair of similar bar magnets so mounted 
as to form an astatically balanced system, which 
revolves in a field creat€d by two coils. Current is 
supplied to the two field coils through contacts 
which are opened and closed by the action of an 
eccentric sleeve fitted to the rotor, one contact being 
in series with each coil. The use of contacts avoids 
one of the main losses of power in small low voltage 
motors, namely the brush gear loss. The contacts 
are mount d and spring load. d such that they can 
be easily swung out for inspection and adjustment 
and yet spring back into their proper position when 
released. The time during which each contact is 
closed, that is the duration of the pulse of current 
through each coil, is determined by the d •gree of 
eccentricity of the sleeve which is controllEd by a 
centrifugal governor, as shown in Fig. 2. As the 
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governor weights fly out the link causes the sleeve, 
which at rest is in the position of maximum eccen
tricity (as shown in Fig. 2) to become more nearly 
concentric with the rotor: shaft and hence reduces 
the degree of eccentricity. The governor is tensioned 
by a spring, alteration of the tension of which allows 
the spec d of the motor to be varied by some ± 20 
per cent. The motor is made self starting by arranging 
that the rotor always comes to rest in a position in 
which the field will be energised when the battery is 
reconneckd. 1Jiis is done by using two long steel 
screws to frx the top plate . of the motor to the^ two 
supporting pillars. Thus in either of these positions 
the reluctance of the gap between the ends of the 
magnets is lower than in any other position, and hence 
the rotor stops m one of these positions.

The action of the motor is as follows. \Vhen the 
motor is running on normal load and on normal 
supply volts the governor flies out until the centri
fugal force just balances that of the retaining spring 
of the governor. In this position of the governor the 
eccentricitv of tile sleeve is at some intermediate 
value-, ar:d the wave shape of the cun-ent pulses taken 

one revolution of the rotor is 
as shown in Fig. 3 (a). If the 
battery volts of the motor arc 
increased the speed tc1:ds to 
rise and the goyernor tends to 
llv further out. This in turn 
r(duces the eccentricity of the 

sleeve with the result that the 
motor takes a current pulse of 
shorter duration. The overall 
effect of an increase in battery 
volts is to cause the motor to 
settle down to approximately 
its original speed, but with a 
nduced length of time over 
which current is dra\\11 from 
the battery. This condition is 
shown in Fig. 3 (b). If. on the 
other hand, the battery volts 

are reduced, then the reverse action takes place 

and the motor settles down to approximately its 
original speed, but with a current pulse of longer 
duration. Fig. 3 (c) shows the wave shape of
the current pulses when the motor is operating 
in this condition. Alterations in load have a similar 
effect on the motor. If the load is increased the 
motor tends to slow down, and hence the governor 
weights tend to swing in. This increases the eccen
tricity of the sleeve, with the result that the motor 
takes a current pulse of longer duration. The motor 
settles down to approximately its original speed, 
but with an increased length of time over which 
current is drawn from the battery. If instead of 
increasing the load it is reduced the reverse action 
takes place and the motor settles down to its original 
speed, but with a current pulse of shorter duration. 
It will thus be seen that the amount of power taken 
from the battery depends on the load on tl}e motor. 
This is a considerable improvement over the more 
normal type of governing (e.g., air brake, "fly-out" 
type of friction governor, etc.) in which, as the load 

by the motor during 

J1Jl 
--TIME

{O)

Cbl

J1f1
-TIME

Ccl
Fig. 3.—Wave Shape 
oF ;\loToR CURRENT

Impulses.

is removed, the surplus energy is absorbed in the 
governing mechanism and is thus a loss cf useful 
energy. The type of governing used in this motor 
therefore results in an improvement in the overall 
efficiency when compared with a motor employing 
the normal type of governing. The motor operates 
at a normal speed of 600 r.p.m. and drives a keying 
disc through a reduction gearing of 120 to 1.

The performance of the motor, including the re
duction gears, was measured by normal methods. 
The input current and speed were measured for 
different loads and for different battery voltages. 
The normal operating voltage of the motor is 6-10 V. 
The input current was measured by a thermocouple 
meter and the different loads were applied by a 
friction brake on the 5 r.p.m. spindle. The speed of 
this spindle was obtained by counting the number 
of revolutions in a given time. From the test figures 
the output and efficiency of the motor down to this 
spindle were calculated. The input current-output

OUTPUI GM - CM PER SEC.

FIG. 4.-PERFORMANCE CURVES OF \VALLACE AND 
TIERNAN l\IOTOR.

efficiency-output power curves are shown in Fig. 4. 
It will be seen that with a battery voltage of 
7! V and with an output of about 100 gm. cm. 
per second a change in battery voltage of ±20 per 
cent. produces a change in speed of less than ± 1 
per cent. The relatively high efficiency of the motor 
can also be seen from the curves.
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While adjusting the motor it was found to be 
extremely difficult to make both sets of contacts 
operate exactly alike. That is, it is very difficult to 
obtain two equal pulses as shown in Fig. 3. This, 
however, docs not prevent the motor from operating 
satisfactorily. In fact the motor works quite satis
factorily with only one contact in operation.
Experimental Impulse Motor.

Fig. 5 gives two photographs showing the general

construction of the experimental impulse motor and 
Fig. 6 gives additional details of the eccentric sleeve, 
differential gear and escapement to enable the mode 
of action of the motor to be understood more easily. 
In this motor two disc magnets, magnetised across 
their diameters, were used for the rotor. Substitution 
of disc magnets in place of the bar magnets of the 
Wallace and Tiernan motor was considered an 
improvement from the point of view of mechanical 

Fie. 5.—Experimental Impulse Motor.

Fie. 6.—CoNSTKtcnoNAi. Details of Experimental
Motor.

balance of the rotor. This rotor, which is also an 
astatically balanced system, revolves in a field 
created by two coils. The current is supplied to these 
field coils through contacts which are opened and 
closed by the action of an eccentric sleeve which is 

■ keyed to but slides up and down the rotor spindle.
Coarse and fine adjustment screws were fitted to 
the contact mounting, to enable the contacts to be 
adjusted more easily than those of the U.S.A. motor. 
The position of the sleeve on the rotor spindle, and 
thus the amount of effective eccentricity of the 
sleeve, is determined by the position of an ^ro 
fixed to the cage wheel ofa differential gear (see Fig. 6). 
The position of this arm in turn depends on the 
relative action of the crown wheels of the differential. 
One crown wheel is driven via gearing from the 
rotor spindle and the other crown wheel is made 
to rotate in the opposite direction by attaching a 
light spring to the cage of the differential. The 
speed of this second crown wheel is controlled at 
exactly I r.p.m. by the escapement mechanism to 
which it is geared.

The principle of speed control is as follows. When 
the motor is started up the rotor drives the crorown 
wheel geared to it at a speed slightly greater than 
I r-p.m., as when the motor is at rest the sleeve 
will be in a position to give the maximum length of 

. current pulse due to the action of the spring 
attached to the cage of the differential. If now the 
escapement is started beating, the crown wheel 
geared to this escapement rotates at exactly I r.p.m.
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This difference in speed of the two. crown wheels 
causes the cage of the differential to move, and the 
cage continues to move until, via the levers con
necting it to the eccentric sleeve it has adjusted the 
eccentricity to such a value that the speed of the 
first crown wheel has been reduced to exactly I r.p.m. 
In this condition both crown wheels are rotating at 
exactly 1 r.p.m., but in different directions, and hence 
the cage and the eccentric sleeve remain stationary. 
If the load or voltage applied to the motor is altered 
the motor speed tends to alter, and the first crown 
wheel of the differential twil rotate at a speed either 
greater or less than 1 r.p.m. and thus the cage of the 
differential wilUrotate until it has moved far enough 
to bring the speed of the motor back to normal by 
changing the amount of eccentricity of the sleeve.

Fig. 7.—Performance Curves of Experimental 
Motor.

The accuracy of the speed control depends upon the 
accuracy of the balance wheel and escapement, 
which can be made quite readily to be of the required 
order, i.e. 10 minutes in seven days.

The performance of the motor was measured in 
exactly the same way as the Wallace and Tiernan 
motor. The normal operating voltage of the motor 
is 2 V. The friction brake was applied to a spindle 
which revolves at 2^62 r.p.m. as access to the final 
1 r.p.m. spindle was difficult. From the test figures 
the output and efficiency of the motor down to this 
spindle were calculated. The input current-output 
power and efficiency-output p?wer curves are shown 
in Fig. 7. No speed curve 1s shown as the speed 
remained constant at 2^62 r.p.m. Thus a motor 
with a superior speed performance to the Wallace 
and Tiernan motor is obtained, but as will be seen •
from a comparison of Figs. 4 and 7 the efficiency is 
about one-half of the Wallace and Tiernan motor. 
A final model could probably be made to have a 
better efficiency, as the experimental model was 
built out of oddments which were readily available.

Conclusions.
It will be seen that both motors have a much 

better speed performance than the normal type of 
small permanent magnet motor, and also that the 
current consumption is much less. In addition, the 
experimental motor operates on the low voltage of 
2 V with a power consumption of the order of 100 
mW. No other motor of this type is known to have 
been made, but since the motor was built the idea of 
controlling the speed of a turbine by a differential 
gear and a source of standard speed has been men
tioned in the J.I.E.E.1

The authors have pleasure in acknowledging their 
indebtedness to Messrs Wallace and Tiernan, of 
London, for the loan of the motor built in the U.S.A., 
and to Mr. A. D. Hastings, who built the experimental 
model and fitted the balance wheel and escapement.

‘‘JJi£ Vol. !^Part 1, No.3S, p.i7.
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Crystal Filters R. L. CORKE, .A.M.1.E E.

Part I .—Introduction to the Lattice Section
u.o.c. 621.318.7 621.392.52 •

This series of articles wil describe in a simple manner the fundamental properties of crystal filters. The present part 
introduces the lattice section, the basis of most crystal filter design, and gives some information about reactance circuits.

Introduction.

THIS series of articles has been written with 
the object of describing some of the 
fundamental properties of crystal filters in 
a way which, it is hoped, will be of general interest 

^d utility especially to those who are concerned 
with equipment incorporating crystal filters. The 
treatment in this series is simple and the explanations 
of the most important fundamentals of quartz 
crystals and their use have been attempted with only 
a small employment of elementary mathematics. A 
knowle dge of coil-condenser filters is not an essential 
preliminary to reading this article, but those who 
have some knowledge of the usual ladder filter will ' 
find that the lattice section is an easy subject for 
sti:dy. In the opinion of the author the lattice 
section is the best starting point for the study of 
all types of filters though this is contrary to the 
usual practice. •

The Symmetrical Lattice Network.
A filter in the form of a lattice network is a more 

fundamental structure than the ladder network, since, 
as will be shown, there is more freedom in design with 
the lattice form. Extensive use of the lattice for 
crystal filters is dne to this greater freedom and 
justifies devoting the first part of the article to a 
description of the network. The symmetrical lattice 
network, to give it its full title, consists of four 
separate impedances connected together as shown in 
Fig. l in which the series or longitudinal arms Z, are

zs
« o

2 O-

O 3

-0 4

Fie. 1.-SvMMETRicAt LATTICE 
NETWORK.

identical and in which 
the lattice or diagonal 
arms z. are also equal 
to each other. This 
network is used be
tween a generator con- 
nectcd to terminals 1 
and 2, ar.d a load, 
equal in impedance to 

the generator, connected between terminals 3 and 4. 
Alternatively the load a1:d generator may be inter- 
chang(d since the network is the same viewed from 
terminals I and 2 as from terminals 3 and 4.

The input impedance of th<' lattice network in 
Fig. l measure cl from terminals I and 2 depends upon 

■ Z, and Z. as well as upon a terminating impedance Zi 
connected between terminals :i and 4. If Z, is infinite 
in value the input imp( cbncc Zoo is due to two circuits 
in parallel each compri,ing Z, and z. in series ; 
that is

Z,. = Z (Z, + Z.).
If Z, become s zero the input imp edance Z., is due to 
twice Z, and z. in paralkl, that is

•y - 2z.Z. 
z“ " z, + z.

If Z, is varied from zero to infinity the input 
impedance changes from ZM to Zo0 and, at a particu
lar value of terminating imptdance, the input 
impedance becomes equal to the terminating impe
dance. This value is knovwn as the characteristic 
impedance Z.. It corresponds to Vz„ Zoo and for 
the network in Fig. 1 is therefore

Z. = ^vz:z;:-.
In practical filters the arms of the network always 

include some resistance. Assuming, however, that 
all arms have negligible resistance (i\r.d in most 
crystal filters this is a valid assumption) the impe
dances of the arms become ±jX, ar.d ±iX., 
j being -Y="i. Now if it happens that at certain 
frequencies X, and X. have opposite signs then the 
j 's disappear from the expression for Z. ; that is, 
for this condition z. is entirely resistive.

If the lattice network is re rawn in the form of a 
conventional Wheatstone bridge circuit it is at once 
apparent that no current will be delivered from the 
network when the^ input terminals are connected to 
a source of alternating current if, at that frequency, 
X, is equal to X. in magnitude and sign, since a 
state of balance exists. The frequency f. corre-. 
sponding to this is known as the frequency of infinite^ 
loss. If the frequency is altered X, is^ no longer 
equal to X. and some current will enter the output 
circuit. • .

To generalise, wlten^X, and X. ane of the same 
sign the network will restrict or'attenuate, the loss 
increasing as the ratio of X, to X. approaches unity. 
At those frequencies, when the reactances of the 
arms are opposite in sign, the network offers a small 
loss and those frequencies constitute the pass band 
of the filter. As a simple example of these rules 
consider the lattice filter network with the circuit 
of Fig. 2(a) in which the series arms both consist of 
an inductor Li and the lattice •arms each contain an 
inductor L2 in series with a condenser C2. In this 
and subsequent circuits of the lattice network only 
one series arm and one-lattice arm are drawn; the 
others are indicated by broken lines. The reactance 
curves of the arms are shown in Fig. 2(b). The curve 
for the series arm indicates the way X, changes 
with frequency f which it docs according to the 
expression

X, = 2wfL1

The dotted curve is that of the lattice reactancc 
which is equal to the algebraic sum of the reactances 
of the two elements L2 and C2, that is
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X. 21TfL2 2nf^

The reactance d these two together is zero at the 
frequency f1 given by

1
f-----------7=1 21T VL^

LOSS f

- LATTICE ARM 

SERIES ARi.o

Zi in series. The common element Zi is shown with
drawn, leaving the rcsidie Z, ard Z. in the lattice. 
The elements Zi have been divid.d to preserve the 
balance. A similar transformation enables a common 
parallel element to be taken out of the series and 
lattice arms, and one similar element to be connected 
across the inpnt terminals and another across the 
output terminals.

Fig. 4 shows how this method of transformation 
may be used to convert lattice into ladder networks 
for the three conditions. (a) Li = L2, (b) L2 > Lv 
and (c) Li > L2^ It will be noted that a lattice net
work cannot always be Converted to a ladder network, 
whereas the reverse transformation can always be 
made. The lattice is therefore the more general form.

Properties of the Lattice Network. ■
To lead up to the^ second part of this article, as well 

as to enquire more closely into the points raisfd in the 
previous paragraph, it will be interesting to discover 
what are the properties of the lattice network shown 
in Fig. 4. These can be assessc d by considering 
two things, namely, the nature of the characteristic 
impedance, and the frequency or frequencies of 
infinite loss. As stated earlier the characteristic 
imprdance is given by Z. =yZ,ZL. Expressions for 
X, ar.d X. •have already been given, so that for the

. resistanceless case being considered

and
Z, = j211fLi, 
Z. = j211fL2 - j 1

------- :— •
-'TfC2

Fin. 2.—Reactance and Loss Curves for a Simple Low- 
Pass Lattice Filter Network.

An examination of the reactance curves shows a 
once that a pass band exists between zero freq ncncy 
and the frequency fi since in this range the reactances 
are opposite in sign. The network attenuates all 
f:-pnuencies abovp fi so that this i5 a low-pass network 
with fi the cut-ofi frequency. The curves as drawn 
in Fig 2 (b) intersect at the frequency f„, and as the 
reactances are equal the network will have infinite 
loss at this frequency. A curve of loss is sho\m in 
Fig. 2 (c).
Equivalent Ladder Network.

There are two interesting circuit transformations 
of the lattice network which are frequently used in 
practice. The first of these is as follows. If the series 
and lattice arms have a series element common to 
all, then this element may be withdrawn from all 
four arms ar.d connected in series with the residue 
of the lattice on both sid ^s. In Fig. 3 the series arms 
are Z. and Zi in series and the lattice arms are Z. and

In the expression for Z. it is more convenient to 
replace C2 by an expression involving L2 and fp the 
resonant fn quency of L2 acd C.2 and the cut-off 
frequency of the' filter. Since

C2 ■ ■ .
1
hL

the expression for Z. may be written as

'ZI. _ J-iT !L2
j27f;L2

•
f

f2 - fi
------ :------ •— J-77 *-2 f •

Using these expressions for Z, and Z. the charac
teristic impEdance is

Zo = (f2 - fi).
At zero frequency Zo has a particular value called 

the nominal impedance with the symbol R.. By 
making f zero

Fig. 3.—Lattice Network with CoMMON Series Element and Equivalent.
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Ro= j211yLiL2 ( - ff)

= 21T fiyL1L2?

It is to be noticed that the j dis
appears after taking the square root 
of (— fi) and making this — jfr At 
al frequencies between zero and fi 
the j is absent, so that in the pas 
band the characteristic impedance
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H0 LADDER EQUrVALENT 1C1

Fig. 4.—Equivalent Lattice and Ladder Networks.

t.1 L1 
o——•>

= 2Cz

o—rTJÎRÎN—<x W-»

is resistive. At the cut-off frequency, Zo is zero as 
can be seen by making f equal to f1. For frequencies 
greater than fi the impedance is reactive.

The condition for frequencies of infinite loss is 
given by equating Z, arid Z. since they must be ■ 
equal to give this condition. Thus 

J91TfL 1 = J21TL 2 (f2^) ‘ .
and from this there is one frequency of infinite loss 
which is

fm f, •
I - L1/L2

It is clear from this expression that for a given 
position of the cut-off frequency the position of fm is 
d'termincd by the ratio of Li to L.. Thus in the 
lattice section in Fig. 4 (a) and its fadd !r equivalent, 
it follows that the frequency fm is at infinity since the 
ratio of L1 to L2 is unity. When L1 is less than L2, as 
for the section in Fig. 4 (b), fm will be between f1 
and infinity. In the cond:tion of Fig. 4 (c) in which 
no !add 'r equivalent cai1 be found, it is left to the 
read :r to frrd where fm has been placed by making 
L1 greater than L2.1 The chief point, howPVer, is 
that for the network to be realisable as a ladd'r the 
frequency of infinite loss cm be anywhere in the band 
above r. up to and including infinity.

It follows from the above discussion of the main 
properties of a simple lattice network that the 
process can be applied to much more complicated 
sections,, but tins means that more complicat<d filter 
arms wil be encountered and some simple method 
of dealing with these is necessary. An examination 
of these reactance circuits will be covered in some 
detail in the second part of the article but some 
fundamental properties can be considered now.
Reactance Cirwits.

Reactance circuits can be composed only of induct
ance or capacitance or both. If the rcactancc of an 
inductor L1 is plotted against frequency the slope of 
the expression 2?TfLi is positi\'c ; that is, when the 
usual conventions regarding co-ordinates arc followed 
the curve takes the general direction bottom lc[t to 
top right. Similarly, the reactance of a capacitance Ci
iThis interesting point has been left because it is outside 

the scope of this article.

is-1 /2^Ci which, when plotted against 
•frequency also has positive slope. The 
effect of adding this coil and condenser 
in series will result, as in a previous 
example, in a state of zero reactance or 
"resonance" at the frequenry f. as 
shown in Fig. S(a). Notice that the slope 
of reactance against frequency is posi
tive. If a coil Li is joined in parallel 
with a cord mser C2 the joint react
ance (found by dividing the product of 
the two by the algebraic sum) when 
plott< d is of the form shown in 
Fig. 5 (b), with a frequency of infinite 
impc dance or anti-resonance at f,. 
Once more the slope is everywhere 
positive. In fact, whatever type of 

reactance circuit is chosen the curve of reactance 
plotted against frequency will always be found to 
have a positive slope. If the circuits illustrated in 

are connected in series a fourFig. 5 (a) and (b)

IMPC DANCE OF

imPCOANCC
(O.)

IMPEDANCE

(bi

(C)
Fig. 5.—Impedance CuavBs of

or o-nnnrHH

Reactive Circuits.

..

^

element circuit is obtained and the joint impedance 
characteristic (found by add.tion of the two upper 
curves) 1s as shown at (c). There are two frequencies 
of resonance, f1 md f,. neither of which corresponds 
to f., but the frequency of anti-resonance f. corre
spond; to €2-

To be consistent in terminology it is proposed to 
call my frequency of zero impEd.mce a resona.Jlce and 
my frequency of infinite impedance an anti-resonance 
even if the frequency is zero or infinite. .-fence in 
Fig. 5 (c) there are two further frequencies of anti
resonance, namely, zero and infinity. The term 
critical frequency will be used to refer to both 
resonant and anti-resonant frequencies.

From the illustrations of reactance networks in 
Fig. 5 it is possible to make certain generalisations 
which will facilitate the sketching of the reactance 
characteristics of most reactance circuits. Thus :

(I) The total number of critical frequencies is one 
more thm the total irreducible number of 
elements.

(2) A resonance must occur at zero frequency if the 
circuit will pass direct current.

(3) An mti-resonance must occur at zero frequency 
. if the circuit will not pass direct current.

Usmg these rules, and remembering that the 
reactance slope must be positive, it is possible to 
sketch the reactance curve of any circuit.
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Localisation of Sheath Punctures in
Armoured Cables by CO2 Gas

U.D.C. 621.315.22

A. G. COATES, M.1.E.E.
(Palestint1 P. & T. Department).

A s!mple method for loca!'ng cable sheath punctures by CO, gas pres>ure tests is descr"bed in which pressure 
rcadmgs are taken at Schrader tyre valves on ordinary tyre gauges.

Intraduction.

THE localisation of damage to lead cable 
sheaths by nail holes, fractures, longitudinal 
splits, or by deliberate or accidental damage 
in paper core telephone cables laid direct in the 

ground presents some difficulty, and little appears 
to have been written on the subject. Punctures 
may exist for some considerable period before being 
brought to notice when an electrical fault occurs 
due to the ingress of moisture. In countries or 
districts where expensive precision testing equip
ment is not available circuits may go out of service 
before the fault can be localised by a megger or 
similar test set. In countries where there is no 
rain for months on end, followed by heavy seasonal 
rainfall, such faults may show up only when the 
first heavy rains fall, with nightmarish results for 
the testing staff, if they are faced with the laborious 
task of sub-localising a number of faults at the same 
time. Even if sufficient testers and jointers are 
readily available, a most important trunk cable 
may be out of service for a period of at least a week 
if a number of faults develop simultaneously.

Such a, predicament should not arise on new cables 
if the loading sections have been successfully sub
jected to the usual pressure tests of C02 gas, but it 
is not always possible to ensure that a sufficient 
number of accurate Bourden-type pressure gauges 
in good order is available, or that the gauges are 
identically calibrated; in constant use they tend 
to become out of Prder, to sustain broken glasses, etc. 
This slows up the work and speed is usually essential. 
To meet such conditions, the author substituted 
Schrader tyre valves, used in conjunction with an 
ordinary motor tyre pressure gauge, reading 6-50 
lb. In perusing back numbers of the P.0.E.E. 
]ournal2 it was later found that llfr. J. M. Walton 
had already described the use of such valves in con
nection with permanently gas-filled cables, but it 
is thought that the use of the tyre gauge has not 
been suggested previously. With a number of loading 
sections condemned for not holding pressure, and 
about three completely rainless months ahead, a 
quick method of cleaning up such troubles was 
devised, tried out, and proved satisfactory. This 
method avoided digging up considerable lengths of 
cable for examination and eliminated the need for 
making many holes in the sheath of the cable. The 
saving in time, number of men employed, and rein
statement charges was considerable.
Pressure-Distance Graphs.

The article referred to described a method of 
localising sheath faults by pressure-distance graphs.

' Now with Iraq P. & T. Ucpt.
1 P.O. <>.E.]. Vol. 30, p. 237,
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The same general principle was followed by the 
author. Passing in C02 gas in the usual manner 
by a nozzle in the sleeve of a joint, the pressure was 
read at this point at a Schrader valve' solder€d in 
a nozzle inserted in a 3-way. cock in the delivery 
tube, and at the other joints in the section and/or 
the joints to the pots, at Schrader valves plumbed 
mto the ends of short (6") lengths of sheathing, 
each plumbed in turn over a hole in the sleeve: It 
was not found necessary to test from the two ends 
of the section.

The sections consist"d of 2,000 yds. of cable divided 
by three selected joints, numbered I, 2 and 3, into 
4 lengths of about 500 yds. each. The cable was 
14pr/401b. of Trunk and Local types, in some 
sections armoured, and in others only " protected," 
1.e., unarmoured laid direct in the ground. A 2 ,OOO 
yd. section of this cable was found to take about 
3 hours to level up to a pressure of 20 lb. if the 
sheath was intact. If the cable was punctured, the 
pr:ssure did not level up, but fell evenly from the 
pomt where the gas was introduced to the point of 
damage. The resultant graph was a straight line 
sloping dovm to zero at the fault, unless the hole 
was very small, in which case some gas passed 
along the cable beyond the fault, and the pressure 
m thi.s length of cable approximated to the pressure 
at the fault, usually only a few lb. per sq. in., but 
sometimes as high as 12 lb. per sq. in. or more.

Faults where the sheath damage is so extensive 
that no appreciable amount of gas passed the point 
of damage, may be known as type " A " faults, 
type " B " being used to describe faults where gas 
passes the puncture and evens up the pressure in 
the length beyond.

Type " A " Fault.-Conditions relating to a typical 
type "A" fault are illustrated in Fig. 1. The gas is 
mtroduced at the mid-point, Joint 2, of the section.

The pressure in one half section remains steady, 
proving that section to be sound, and in the other 
half Joint 3 shows a lower figure, and the far end, nil.



By drawing the triangle ABF to scale passing through 
B' where A' B' is the pressure noted at Joint 3, 
or by working out length A'F from the similar 
triangles ABF, A'B'F, the position of F can be 
found usually to within a few yards. On exca
vating a short length of trench (generally not more 
than 25 yds.) the r uncture can be found by visual 
and aural superficial examination.

In a typical case the applied pressure AB was 27 lb. 
and that at JT3 5lb. The distance between JT2 
and JT3 was in this instance 53'.l yds. and calcula
tions indicated the fault to be 120 yds approximat .y 
beyond JT3. The fault was actually found to be 
at this point, due to a hole made by a careless 
labourer's pick, and was made good. The total 
working time to locate and repair the fault was 
20 hours, including travelling and other ineffective 
time.

Type "B" Fault.-In this case some of the gas 
passes the puncture and only a part of it is lost due 
to the hole, so that the I re;sure is not zero at the 
fault. The length between the desiccator and the 
fault wil produce a straight line pressure-distance 
graph sloping down to F, but beyond this, presuming 
the cable sheath is intact, pressure will tend to level 
off at the same pressure as at F, as shown in Fig '.l, 
which gives details of an actual fault of this type.

27 1bt
Pa= ^
P3- 7 •

7

6% EXTRAGAUGE

FITTED

s^l L.P.57

01STANCE----YOS.
Fie. 2.—Type "B" Fault.

After 3 hours, full pressure was measured at 
LP 58, and only 6 lb. at LP b7. The fault thus lay 
between LP 57 and the mid-point, 57/2. A measure
ment at 57/1 showed 7 lb. From this it was not 
clear whether the fault lay between 57 and 57/1, 
or between 57/1 and 57 /2, although the latter 
appeared to be the case. After a further hour, 57 /1 
and 57 both showed 7 lb.; in other words, equalisa

tion of pressuie in this length had. occurred. A 
further valve was fitted 200 yds. from 57/2, a hole 
being made in the sheath for the purpose, the valve 
inner being fitted only after the valve had been 
connected by a short length of sheathing soldered to 
the cable over the hole made in the sheath ; this 
precaution was necessary, otherwise the escaping 
gas would have prevented soldering. The reading 
at this extra valve proved to be 19! lb.

Calculation by a simply derived formula gives :- 

X = a (P2-P3) = 2JO (19!-7)
P1-P2 27-19!

= 333 yds., i.e., 17 yds. from 57/1.
The fault in this case, a small nail hole, was 

actually found 5 yds. from 57/l in the direction 
of 57/2.

The time taken to locate and clear this fault was 
also 20 hours.

Concliesion.
It wil be seen that for type " A " or " B " faults 

a minimum of two valves is needed between the 
desiccator and the fault, and in type " B " faults, 
a further two beyond the fault.

The localisations were carried out by jointers, 
assisted by labourers for digging. The equipment, 
apart from normal desiccating kit, was extremely 
cheap and obtainable locally, consisting only of 
half a dozen valves, some spare inners, and two 
gauges, one as a spare. The plumbing work is ex
tremely simple and eading;; can be quickly and accu
rately taken down to 6 lb., the lowest figure shown on 
the gauge ; the gauge can of course be calibrated for 
lower pressures, although these are not marked on it 
when purchased. A more accurate gauge showing 
0-30 lb. in t lb. steps could presumably be specially 
made. Some trouble was found with the gauges in 
use, apparently due to ingress of dust or sand.

The holes detected were mainly due to nails and 
had apparently been made at some time during 
shipment or trans-shipment on the journ' y overseas. 
Others were due to fractured sheath-the non
armoured sections being more highly antimonial 
and consequently brittle-and to somewhat rough 
handling in very rocky country. Testing instru
ments capable of localising faults of above 5 megohms 
were not readily available.

The experience gained while, and subsequent to, 
laying some 150 sections of cable is now being 
utilised in normal maintenance work for clearing 
faults at an incipient stage before circuits t :come 
affected, thus avoiding the nel'd for precision 
apparatus and testing staff.
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A New Rectifier Unit
u.o.c. 611.314.634

S. D. CHAPMAN'

ne author describes a new selenium tY1C rectifer having a smoothed output and suitable for uuse with a floating battery at 
small telephone exchanges. The range of outputs available is greater than that of the superseded type.

Intrnduction.

EXPERIENCE gained in the operation of 
small telephone exchange automatic power 
plants during recent years indicated the 
desirability of introducing a range of rectifiers with 

smoothed output, to replace certain types at present 
m use with these plants. \Var-time conditions have 
necessitated the introduction of various methods of 
meeting abnormal exchange loads without increase 
of battery capacity, such as assisted-discharge 
working, and the conversion of the power plant at 
certain manual exchanges to a type of automatic 
working on the lines of the parallel battery auto
matic scheme. For these purposes, a rectifier having 
a smoothed output at nominal voltages of 24 and 
40, as well as 50 V, was desirable, and opportunity 
^was taken to provide for larger current outputs 
than the existing range (Rectifier No. 28), and to 
design all sizes for operation in conjunction with 
12, 20 and 25-cell batteries. Some sacrifice in 
efficiency at the lower voltages was inevitable, but 
was considered to be justified in view of the unusual 
circumstances.
General.

The new rectifier (Rectifier No. 47) consists of a 
full wave, bridge-connected, dry plate rectifier 
element of the selenium type, input transformer, 
m<tins switch, smoothing inductor, and, in certain 
types, a 'ballast resistor, all the components being 
mounted in a ventilated, pressed steel case suitable 
for wall mounting. A typical rectifier is shown in

Fie 1.—RECTIFIER No. 47a.

Fig. 1. Access to the input and output terminal blocks and current and voltage adjustment tapping 
is facilitated by the provision of a removable top 
cover. T:ie mains switch is recessed below the front 
surface of the case to prevent damage during'storage 
and transport.

All sizes of rectifier are designed to operate from 
a 50 c/s, single-phase A.C. supply of any voltage 
between 200 and 250, the primary winding of the 
mams transformer being provided with IO-V tappings^ 
terminated on a protected terminal block. Before the 
mains voltage is applied to the rectifier, the internal 
leads from the A.C. terminal strip to this block should 
be adjusted to suit the local supply, i.e. 200 and 0, 
220 and 10, etc.

The secondary winding of- the transformer is 
provided with a number of tappings for adjusting 
the output of the rectifier. For convenience of 
installation, these have been segregated into "cur
rent " and " voltage " groups. As previously 
explained, it has been necessary to design the rectifier 
to be suitable for operation at 24, 40 and 50 V 
exchanges, and the "voltage" tapping appropriate 
to each of these is clearly indicated on th • trans
former terminal panel (see 1'ig. 2). In addition, a

Fig. 2.—Rectifier wiih Top Cover Removed.

number of "current " tappings are provided so 
that when the rectifier is operating at any of the 
nominal output voltages mentioned above, the output 
current may be varied within the limits shown in 
Table I. "Fine" and "Coarse" adjustments of 
output current may • be made by the selection of 
suitable terminal connections, with the assistance 
of an ammeter connected in the rectifier output
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Table I

Rectifier 
Size

Output Current at 24, 40 or 50 V

Minimum A Maximum A

A 0-d l-O
B 1-0 3-d
c 2-0 5-0
D 4-d ■ 10-d .
E 8-0 20-d

circuit. The output current/voltage characteristic 
of the rectifier is specified at 50 V and is such that, 
when this voltage tapping is in use in conjunction 
with any current tapping, the mean D.C. output 
current at 60 V is approximately half of the mean 
D.C. output current at 50V.

Fie. 3.—Rectifier No. 4 7e.

The largest 
size of unit 

• (No. 47 E) is 
shown in 
Fig. 3.
Circuit 
A rrangement.

The circuit 
arrangement 
of a typical 

. rectifier is 
shown in Fig. 
4. The spe
cified charac
teristic is 
obtained in 
this instance 
by the use 
of a ballast 
resistor con
nected in the 
output cir
cuit. After 
the rectifier 
has been in 
service' for 
some time, 
the rectifier 
element may 
" age," i.e. 
increase its 
forward resis
tance, . caus
ing a drop 
in output 
current. This 
may be ' re
stored by ad

justment of the Inllast resistor. Where -no ballast 
resistor is fitted. restoration of output current 
after ageing is effected by the use of additional 

turns provided on the transformer secondary 
winding which are connected to terminals marked 
"Ageing Terminals." In this case, an increased

voltage is applied to the rectifier eleinent, to 
counter the increased forward resistapce.

In view of the relatively low current-carrying 
capacity of the smoothing chokes required and to 
avoid the necessity for maintenance replacements, 
electrolytic condensers have not been employed. 
The smoothing equipment consists of a single choke 
coil of inductance suitable to ensure that the output 
noise voltage does not exceed 2 millivolts when the 
rectifier is operated on a "float" power plant with 
secondary cells of appropriate capacity. When the 
new rectifier (N 1. 47) is used to replace the old 
pattern rectifier (No. 28) working in conjunction with 
a standard charging panel (No. 31), the smoothing 
equipment existing on the power switchboard (i.e. 
Coil Retardation No. 19A or 20A and Condensers 
Electrolytic 250 «F) is no longer required and may 
be recovered. The smoothed output of’ the new 
rectifier also makes it suitable for use as a trickle 
charger and for assisted discharge working. •
Supersed6d Rectifiers.

In addition to the war-time requirements already 
mentioned, the new rectifier will gradually replace 
existing types shown in Table 2.

Conclusion. '
In conclusion, thanks are due to Westinghouse 

Brake & Signa? Co., Ltd., and to Standard Tele
phones & Cables, Ltd. for information and photo
graphs provided.
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Notes and Comments
Roll of Honour

The Board of Editors deeply regrets to have to record the deaths of the following members of the Engineering
Department :-

While serving with the Armed Forces
Bradford Telephone Area . . Anthony, H. R. Skilled Workman, Class II „

Birmingham Telephone Area Chatwin, F. R. Skilled Workman, Class II ..

Bristol Telephone Area .. Curtis, E. A. V. Skilled Workman, Class II ..
Bristol Telephone Area .. Gee, F. H: ..

• 
Inspector ., .. ,.

Cambridge Telephone Area .. Powell, I. L. W. Skilled Workman, Class II ,.
Cambridge Telephone Area .. Robertson, P. I. N. Skilled Workman, Class II ..
Cambridge Telephone Area Saych, R. G. .. Labourer .. .. .. ..

Cardiff Telephone Area .. Gale, E. G. ., Skilled Workman, Class II ,.
Dumd.e Telephone Area .. Maxwell, G. .. Skilled Workman, Class II ..
Engineering Department .. Clark, H. S. .. Unestablishc d Skilled Workman

Engineering Dzpartment .. Hannah, ]. A. .. Labourer.. .. .. .,

Engineering Department .. Harrison, J. H... Staff Officer .. .. • ..

Engineering Department .. Parker, J. A. T... Executive Officer .. ..

Engineering Department .. Row, L. N. .. Inspector .. ., . .

Glasgow Telephone Area .. Soutar, R. A. .. Unestablishcd Skilled Workman
Gloucester Telephone Arca .. Emerson, B. F . .. Labourer .. .. . . . ;

Liverpool Telephone Area .. Courtney. \\‘. J. Skilled Workman, Class II ..
'Liverpool Telephone Arca .. Faragher, C. R. Skill< d Workman, Class I1 ..
Liverpool Telephone Amt .. Oakey, A. F. .. Skilled Workman, Class 11 . .
Lor.d m Tclccommunications 

R ogion
Atkinson, C. W. Skilled Workman, Cb>s II . .

Lor.d n Telecommunications 
R ogion

Brennan, M. H. Skilled Workman, Class 11 ..

Lond •n Telecommunications 
Rogion

Bro\wi, ]. . . Unestablishcd Skilled Workman

Lor.d m Telecommunications 
Rpgion

Diss, R. W. .. Skilled Workman, Class JI ..

Lor.d m Telecommunications
Region

Hewer, P. S. .. Labourer .. .. .. ..

Lord m Telecommunications 
Region

Hilder, C. A. .. Skilled Workman, Class II ..

Lor.d m Telecommunications 
Region

Hobbs, R.H. .. Skilled Workman, Class II

Londcm Telecommunications 
Region

Lond m Telecommunications 
Region

Loveland, A. W. Skilled Workman, Class II ..

McGarrick, S. E. Unestablished Skil le d Workman

Lond •n Telecommunications 
R gion

McGrory, P. .. Skilled Workman, Class II ..

Lond m Telecommunications 
Rpgion

Milburn, D. J. .. Skilled Workman, Class II ..

Lord m Telecommunications 
Region

Newell, H. F. ]. Unestablishcd Skilled Workman

Lor d m Telecommunications Pemberton, , Labourer .. .. .. ..
Region D.S.W.

Lond >n Telecommunications 
Region

Preston, G. .. Unestablishcd SkilledWorkman

Ordinary, Seaman, Royal 
Navy

Pilot Officer, Royal Air 
Force

Signalman, Royal Signals 
Lieutenant, Airborne

Signals
Signalman, Royal Signals
Signalman, Royal Signals
Lance Corporal, Essex

Regiment
Signalman, Royal Signals
Sergeant, Royal Signals 
P r i v a t e, Argyll and

Sutherlard Highlanders
Bombardier, Royal

Artillery
Lieutenant. Green

H iward;
Sub-Lieu tenant, R oy a l 

Navy V.R.
Flight Lieutenant, Royal 

Air Force
Sergeant, Royal Air Force
Private, Gloucestershire

Regiment
Corpcral, Royal Signals 
Signal man, Royal Signals 
Sergeant, Royal Engineers 
Pri v atc, Black \Vatch

S ergeant, Irish Gu ards

Signalman, Royal Signals

Flight Sergeant, Royal 
Air Force

Private, Royal Army
Mt dical Corps

Sergeant Pilot, Royal Air 
Force

Electrical Artificer, Royal 
Navy

Sergeant, Royal Air Force

Corporal, Royal Signals

Regimental Scrgt.- Major, 
Royal Armour d Corps

Flight Sergeant, Royal Air 
Force

Sergeant, Royal Air Force

Bombardier, Maritime
Royal Artillery

Flight Sergeant, Royal Air 
Force
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London Telecommunications 
Region

Loral >n Telecommunications 
Region

London Telecommunications 
Region

Newcastle-on-Tyne Telephone 
Area ’

Thorne, F. A. • •

Williams, A. R.

Wilson, E. G. ..

Telford, R. ..

Norwich Telephone Area .. Hogg, B. J.

Unestablished Skilled Workman

Unestablished Skilled Workman

Unestablished Skilled Workman

Unestablished Skilled Workman

Skilled Workman, Class II ..

Taunton Telephnne Area .. Marney, L. T. .. Unestablished Skilled Workman

Recent Awards

Cadct, Royal Signals

Sergeant, Suffolk Regi
ment

Lance Sergeant, Middlesex
Regiment

Sergeant, Royal Air Force

Flight Sergeant, Royal
Air Force

Lance Corporal, DJrham
Light Infantry

The Board of Editors has learnt with great pleasure of the honours recently conferred on the following 
members of the Engineering Department :—
While serving with the Armed Forces
Belfast Telephone Arca ..

Engineering Department .. 

Engineering Department ,. 

Engineering Department ., 

Exeter Telephone Area ..

Lancaster Telephone Area .. 

London Telecommunications
R cg ion

London Telecommunications 
R< gion

Ifrading Telephone Arca ..

Johnston, J. H.

Andrew, P. A.

Murphy, D.J.

Thwaites, H. J.

Skilled Workman, 
Class I

Skilled Workman, 
Class I

Unestablished
Skilled Workman

Assistant Engineer

Sergeant, Royal 
Signals

Flight Lieutenant, 
R.A.F.

Pilot Officer, R.A.F.

Squadron Leader,
R.A.F.

Thomas, i\J. G. N. Skilled Workman, 
. Class II

Gilpin, F.A. .. Unestablished
Draughtsman

Neilson, D. .. Unestablished 
Skilled Workman

White, R. J. .. Labourer . .

Bavin, B. E. E. Skilled Workman, 
Class II

Warrant Officer, 
Royal Signals 

Sub-Lieutenant
Royal Navy V.R.

Pilot Officer, R.A.F.

C.Q.M.S., Royal
Signals •

Sergeant, Royal 
Signals

Mentioned in
Despatches 

Distinguished
Flying Cross • 

Distinguished
Flying Cross 

i\lentioned in
Despatches 

Mentioned in
Despatches 

Distinguished
Service Cross 

Distinguished
Flying Cross 

Military Medal

Mentioned in
DcspatchP.s

New Year Honours
The Board of Editors was particularly pleased to 

note among the recipients of honours in the New 
Y <'ar's list the name of the Engineer-in-Chief, Sir 
A. Stanley Angwin, who is made a Knight Commander 
of the i\lo:;t Excellent Order of the British Empire for 
his scr\'iccs to telecommunications during the war 
years. Other members of the Engineering Depart- 
nwnt who were honoured included :-

Mr. L. Anderson, Inspector, Welsh and Border 
Counties Region,

Mr. W. V. Greenwood, Skilled Workman, Class I, 
North Eastern Region,

Mr. C. ]. Reading, Skilled Workman, Class I, 
London Telecommunications Region, and

Mr. I. H. Wallfa, Chief Inspector, Home Counties 
Region,

who were awarded the British Empire Medal.
Mr. J. Darke, late of the Engineering Department 

and now Regional Director, North Western Region, 
was created a Commander of the Order of the British 
Empire, and ;\II". G. Casemere, who is now Telephone 
Manager, Tunbridge Wells, was appointed a Member 
of the same Order.

Regional Notes
North-Eastern Region

With reference to the notes in the July, 1944, issue 
of the Journal from thl' llomc Count ies Hcgion entitled 
"Erection of Doublc-Splicc"l 113 ft. Poles," which must 
have been of general interest to engineers, \\'Ork has 
recently been carritd oltl in the Leeds area \\'hich 
necessitated the erect ion (if Ax poles of a similar height.

The n1cthod of assl'111ldi11g the poles \Vas very siinilar 
to the one used in thl' Bedford area, but the erection 
was carried out in a di!ii-rciit manner.

Only one 50 ft. derrick pule was used, and this was 
erected approximately two yards from the back of the 

hole which had been excavated ready t<? receive the 
pole. Sliding boards were placed in the hole and 
projected above ground level to enable arms or simil:ir 
pieces of wood to be placed between the sliding boards 
and the base of the derrick pole, to take the initial 
weight at the base of the pole on the commencement of 
lift.

The main lift of the pole was taken at the first splice 
by a double and treble set of rope tackle attached to 
the derrick pole and a chain sling at the splice. luff tackle 
(i.e. small blocks and tackle to obtain a mechanical 
advantage) being attached to the pulling rope. At the 
second splice a 3-in. rope was attached to a sling and 
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then passed through snatch blocks at the top and 
bottom of the derrick pole, then on to a hand winch. 
'A 2-in. rope was attached to the top of the pole, then 
passed through snatch blocks at the top and bottom of 
the derrick pole. This was a precaution 2gainst any 
possible whipping from the light end of the pole. Below 
the bottom splice two side guy ropes were fixed to 
prevent any side movement, one man on each rope 
being adequate to control a straight lift.

The actual lifting was carried out by man power on 
the luff tackle and subsidiary lift by the winch and 
3 in. rope. The foreman in charge controlled the 
operation to ensure a consistent lift froni both points.

The actual time taken from the commencement of lift 
to the pole attaining its vertical position was approxi
mately 30 minutes, this time being mostly due to 
refixing the luff tackle after tlie blocks had closed to 
thdr limit.

The stays were fitted to the pole before lifting, and 
final adjustments were carried out in a similar manner 
to that used in the Bedford a rea.

H. S.

Home Ccunties Region
M. U. TRACK FAILURE ON A.5 ROAD

The origina l M.U. track on the A.5 road through part 
of the Bedford area consisted of three ways laid in 1913. 
Crossing the canal at Fenny Stratford, the conduits arc 
three C.I. pipes, and during reconstruction of the canal 
bridge in 1927 the pipes were built into the structure of 
the bridge. The road over the bridge and the bridge 
approaches was of reinforced concrete with the usual 
tar-macadam top surface.

\Vhen the bridge was reconstructed, two of the pipes 
carried the London-Derby No. 1 cable (88/40 + 156/20), 
and the London-Manchester (100/10), both of which 
cables were laid in 1924. In 1930 the Liverpool- 
Birmingham-Londo n cable (4 pr scr/40 :. 348 pr/25 Q) 
was drawn in the third pipe, the left-hand pipe in the 
photographs.

Recently both the London-Derby and the London
Manchester cables were proved faulty in the section 
length over the canal bridge, and both cables were 
interrupted in this section by drawing in suitable cables 
in new duct, which had been laid in the footway of the 
bridge. It was found impossible to withdraw the faulty 
lengths, and after much effort and deliberation it was 
concluded that the track must have been damaged, and 
it was decided to open the road. This, in itself, was a 
large undertaking, involving the consent of the Ministry 
of Transport, and the employment of a continuous single 
way traffic control.

After excavation it was found that all three pipes had 
fractured close to the bridge structure as shown in the 
photographs. The most interesting point was the way 
in which the fractures had occurred. All three breaks 
were praclically in line at right angles to the direction 
of the traffic, and all the fractures were strdght round 
each pipe, almost as though they had been cut with 
pipe cutters. The sections of conduit running away . 
from the bridge had sunk, over l in. b one case, and in 
consequence the lead sheath of the cables had become 
damaged.

The photographs clearly show the difference in level 
of the two sections of the pipe, either side of the break. 
The material exuding from the centre pipe is lead 
sheath, which had piled up duri:ig the cable withdrawal 
attempts. It was found that the soil under the conduits

was very loose and waterlogged, and it would appear 
that the trouble was due to faulty consolidation after 
the bridge was rebuilt, or entry of water under the road, 
so causing the ri 1ad foundation to become loose, or 
possibly a combination of both. The pipes entering the 
bridge structure were thus virtually left with no under
neath support, and the continual heavy traffic on the 
main road resulted in the fractures.

It is interesting to note that the road over the bridge 
and its approaches had been made of reinforced concrete, 
and there was no evidence of subsidence from the road 
surface. It would, there fore, appear that the C.I. pipes 
had fractured because of the road shocks transmitted 
through the road surface.

After the excavation on the south side of the bridge 
had been completed, a section of the pipes was cut out 
and the faulty cables withdrawn, but there was still 
trouble north of the bridge, and after mandrel tests had 
been made, it was decided to make a similar opening 
on the north side of the bridge. It was found that the 
three pipes had fractured on this side in an exactly 
similar manner.

Two JRC.9 type jointing chambers were built to 
restore the track, and the surr ounds of both excavations 
were filled with concrete. The reinforced concrete road 
was restored by departmental labour as part of the work. 
Approximately 3 tons of cement, 12 cubic ya;ds of sand 
and 12 cubic yards of aggregate were used, involving a 
total expenditure of some 1,600 man-hours, but the 
finished job resulted in the restoration of the three-way 
track and prevented a breakdown on the Liverpool- 
Birmingham-London cable at this point.

E. H. P.
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Book Reviews

"Post-War Building Studies No. II." - "Electrical 
Installations." 95 pp? 11 II. Published by H.M. 
Stationery Office. Price ls. 6d. net.

When it became evident that the present war would 
senously restrict the ac1ivities of tl:e buildirg industry 
for some years, the Minister of Works intimated that 
he would welcome recommendations and suggestions 
for the improvement of post-war buildings. The various 
profesu. onal insti1u1ions in1erestcd tt.tm!dvcs in the 
subject and set up a number of committees to make 
comprehensive studies. The results of the labours of 
these study groups arc now bearing fruit and are being 
issued in a series of 22 reports entitled " Post-war 
Building Studies." One report which will be of par- 
?cular m. tcrcst to all telecommunica1ion engineers 
!? both their private and official capacities is entitled .

This report, wLich is made by a Committee convened 
!>Y the Council of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 
is probably the most comprehensive study of electrical 
services in buildings that has yet been made, and so 
far as tclccommunications are concerned it biings 
up to date a project which was initiated by the G.P.O. 
Il 1931 when the booklet " Facilities for Telephones in 
Now Buildings " was first issued.

The report is divided into !ix parts. Five of these 
parts deal with elect! ici1y in different types of buildings, 
i.o., houses and fiats, multi-occupier buildings, schools, 
hospitals and farm buildings, the sixth part bdr.g de
voted to the problems of ownerslip and control of 
distribution in multi-0ccupicr buildings. A comprc- 
hen'1ve summary of recommendations and an appenduc 
dealing with a proposed new type of socket outlet and 
plug are included.
. Jn their introduction the Committee point out that 
m the past many types of buildings have been "de
signed ' without proper regard to the engineering 
services required in them and they empha>ise that 
only by the fullest co-operation and collaboration 
between all interested par1ies will it be posdble to 
secure fur the community at large, both now and in the 
future, the full advantage and benefit of electrical 
progress.

Part I of the report commences by the Committee 
making two basic assumptions, (i) that the standard 
electrical supply to residential areas will be alternating 
current only, the negative point being rigidly earthed,; 
and (ii) that supply tariITs will be adjusted to require 
only one meter. The Committee then proceed very 
quickly to avoid that awful miscellany of switches 
fuses, cut-outs and meters which always seem to adorn 
domestic residences, by clcdgning a simple but effective 
Consumers' Supply Control. The de1ign suggested is 
a pressed steel cabinet, the overall dimen>ions being 
14 in. by 12 in. by 5 in., intended to accommodate the 
supply company's scaling box fuse and inctcr in scaled 
compartments, together with the consumer's fuses, 
switches and bell tran>former in other compartments. 
Taking advantage of the recent amendments to the 
'viring regulations, consu1ncrs' main fuses are dispensed 
with and >inglc pole fu,cs only proposed for sub-distri
bution circuits. The Committee lay great emphasis 
on the rapidly increasing number and variety of low 
power electrical devices and appliances that occurred 
immediately p1ior to the \vur, the accelci a lion 
co.:pected after the war and the fact that the only 
satisfactory means of catering for the use of these 
appliances is by the provision of a most liberal

and flexible distribution of power points. The Com 
mittee propofe, therefore, a de\larture from present 
prac1 ice by suggesting the use of " Ring Main " dis 
tribution circuits, each ring being wired with 7/^029 
(15 A) eable fused to 30A, with only one size of 01det. 
No alterations are proposed to existing arrangements 
for lighting and cooking circuits. The proposals appear 
most attrrc1ive to the domestic user, but a di;ap 
pointing feature is that the Committee seem to have 
been unable to avoid the introduction of yet another 
standard plug and socket.

The Committee next give comiderable atten1ion 
the need for the providon of adequate faci!i;ies for 
telecommunication circuits. They point out that even 
the smallest house or flat may need to be provided 
with the following installa1ions:

A door bell from. a mains transformer.
• Telephone, including lead-in and internal wiring.
Sound broadcasting, i.e., aerial, earth and extension 

loudspeaker.
Wire broadcas1ing, lead-in and internal wiring.
Televfi ion lead-in for special aerial or from " wired 

televi: ion.
The Committee stress that the minimum require 

ments for the above are: two pipes or conduits for lead-in 
from underground and/or overhead services, and one 
pipe or conduit for lead-in from aerial.

The two alternative methods recommended for the 
accommodation of internal wiring are either deep 
picture rails with connecting ducts or ways between 
rooms and floors or hollow walls, ducts or skirtings 
with inter-connecting ducts under doorways. It is 
pointed out that in small residences the number of such 
door crosdngs would be small.

In a section dealing with larger houses and flats 
similar arrangements for the control and distribution 
of power supplies are reccmmended, the Committee 
pointing out that the standard cabinet already proposed 
could be de!igned to cater for one or more additional 
distribu1ion chcuits as required. It is stressed, however, 
that the provhion of adequate facilities for telecom 
munication services applies with added force to larger 
residences, since apart frcm those facilities fherdy 
mentioned, additional facilides required may include 
house telephones, lire ala1ms, burglar alanns and 
distiibu1ic,n of low frequency scund bro2dcastir g. A 
reasonable number of power outfots for the la1gu self
contained detached type of residence is stated, not 
unreasona bly, to be frcm 30 to 50.

Sketches showing the overall dimensions of the more 
bulky type of electrical appliances are included, i.e.. 
cookers, refdgerators, watu t.caten and washers.

Part II of the report contains a short review of the 
question of ownership of ccmmon cables in multi
occupier buildings.

Part Ill of the report deals with the requirements 
of multi-occupier buildings. This part of the report 
is divid<d into several subHctions, the first udng 
devoted to the common requirements of all electrical 
services in such buildings. Paniculn empha>i> is given 
to the need for the architect or builder to plan for and 
provide in all buildings at an ca1ly stage of construction 
certain fundrmcntal facili1ies, ir.cludi.J;g:

(a) Pipes or ducts for lead-in cables.
(b) Accommodation for control, metering and dis

tribution.
(c) Vertical ducts for accommodating conductors to 

the different floors.
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(d) Horizontal ducts for distribution over each 
floor.
Liberal provision of fiexlble outlet positions to 
allow the efficient utilisation of the different 
services to be provided.
The scc;ond scct!on deals with power and lighting 

m. stallat1_ <;ms m the more common types. of buildings; 
the particular reqm_ rements for blocks of fiats office 
buildings, deparl mental stores and hotels arc each 
comidered separatdy.

The subject of telecommunication services in these 
buildings is conddcrcd to be so important as to warrant 
a separate seclion extendir g to eight pr ges. The Com
mittee recogdse the impor1ance of the increasing 
porulan_ty of blocks of fiats by treating this type of 
building separately and in detail. Particular reference 
is given to the providon of facilities for kkphones, 
sound broadcast, time, bdl and fire alarm circuits. It 
is pointed out that the telephone service within such a 
building may be provided either by individual exchange 
lines or by a P.B.X. In the latter case, additional 
accommodation is required for the equipment, batteries 
and operating staff. The possible need for public call 
offices being required as built-in features of the archi
tectural de>ign of the entrance hall or other selected 
locations is not overlooked.

The telecommunication services in other large buildings 
are next dealt with, it beini; pointed out that the type 
and density of the sendees required depends to a large 
extent upon the function for which the building is to 
be used. The po5'iblc facili\ics rcquind arc stated to 
be most diverse and may include any or all of the 
following:

Public telephone sen-ice.
Private telephone sendee.
Telegraph sendee.
Sound and television serdcc (:'llusic while you work). 
Public address.
Staff locating system.
Bells.
Sendee call (for hotels).
Clocks.
Fire and burglar alarms

Parts IV and V of the report deal with the applica
tions of electricity in schools and hospitals respectively 
and Part VI of the report is devoted to the question of 
electricity in farm buildings, a subject wl.ich, it is 
stated, is bcccming of incrca' ing importance. The 
question is dealt with in detail, the many and varied 
types of appliances and machines available being 
described. It is of interest to note that the power 
required to hatch an egg in an incubator is stated to 
be between i and I W. Drawings showing a proposed 
layout for a typical modem farm arc included.

The appendix contains a summary of further in
vestigations made by the Committee on the proposed 
new fused socket outlet. It is stated that as a result 
of a questionnaire issued to all supply undertakings, 
the Committee have reached unanimous agreement on 
the need fc.r the introduction of a new 3 kW (230 V) 
socket outlet and fused plug and that they have invited 
B.E.A.M.E. to prepare suitable designs prior to stan
dardisation by the British Standards Institution. 
Det< ilcd recommendations to govem the proposed 
designs arc included.

It is obvious that the Committee have taken a very 
practical and realistic view of electrical installation 
problems in all types of building and they have gone 
far to tum suggestions and ideas in which many 
engineers have been interested, into tangible designs 
:;uitablc for standardisation and econon1ic bulk pro
duction. F. C. C.

"Telecommunications" by W. T. Perkins, A .M.Brit.l .R.E., 

A.111.Inst.B.E. 300 pp., 186 ill. Newncs. 12s. 6d.

So long as examinations continue to be the yard
stick by which one's educational standard is measured 
the acquh.ition of a good cxan1ination technique will 
be of almost equa l importance to students as the 
attainment of real knowledge. A good examination 
technique includes the ability to :

(1) state one's facts clearly and concisely,
(2) draw neat and relevant sketches,
(3) confine one's answer to the average time 

allowed (usually 20-30 minutes), 
and a knowledge of : ’

(4) the type of question likely to be asked,
(5) the standard of answer required.

It is to help the student with these matters that the 
author bas written this book, which is therefore sup
plementary to and in no way replaces the standard works 
on the various branches of tclcconununications.

The book is divided into two parts, the first dealing 
\\'ith Trans111ission and Lines and the second \Vith 
Telephony. The author claims to have covered Grade I 
of the City and Guilds examinations in Transmission 
and Linco and Grades. I and II of Telephony. The 
book con1n1cn<.:cs \Vith a sun1mary of the chief forn1u]cc 
concerned and follows with a large number of typical 
exa1nination questions \\'ith solutions, and a further 
selection of questions involving calculations to be 
worked out by students. For these only the numerical 
answer is given. Dividing the two sections arc the 
syllabuses of the three cxan1inations covered an<l to 
ccmplcte the book arc 14 tables giving useful data, a 
set of logarithm tables and an index.

The type of answer is similar to that given in the 
Supplement to this journal, but instead of working 
through any particular examination paper the questions 
arc grouped. Thus, for example, one finds all questions 
dealing with valves grouped together, followed by 
questions on cquiprncnt en1ployi,ng \"alYcs. The use
fulness of the book purely as a " crammer " would 
be increased if a table were included analysing past 
question papers so that students could gauge the rela
tive importance placed by the examiners on the various 
sections of the syllabuses. Apart from this, the only 
criticism is the price, though it may be some consola
tion to purchasers to know that the author's share of 
the profits is being donated to the Second Post Office 
Relief Fund.

The general standard is excellent and the book can 
be confidently recommended to students wishing to 
acquire the art of writing brief and lucid reports on 
technical matters, an art which they will find of greater 
use than the immediate purpose of answering examina
tion questions. H. L.
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Staff Changes Promotions
Name Region Date

Regi. Engr. to Asst. Controller with Alice.
Boryer, W. F. .. .. L.T.R.to L.P.R. .. I.11.44
Exec. Engr. to Regi. Engr.
Penney, A. E. .. .. L.P.R. to L.T.R. .. 8.11.44
Senior Phys, or Chern, to A.S.E.
Richards, C. E. .. E.-in-C.O. .. 5.10.44
Phys, or Chern, to Senior Phys, or Chern.
Taylor, R. .. .. E.-n-CXO. . . .. 5.10.44
Asst. Engr. to Exec. Engr.
Dudley, J. C. .. . . E.-in-C.O.on loan to 14.ll.44

Griffiths, G. J. . .
Admiralty 

. . Mid. Reg., on loan to 2.11.44

Newley, E. F. _ .
Admiralty 

.. E.-in-C.O., on loan to 12.ll.44
Factories Dept.

Loosemore, E. S. . . S.W. Reg. on loan to 28.9.44
Admiralty

25.9.44Peddie, H. W_ . . Mid. Reg., on loan to
Admiralty

Chief Officer to Asst. Sub. Supt.
Finlayson, J. R. . . H.M.T.S. to E.-in-C.O. 18.9.44
Asst. Ev^y. to Senio.r Tech. Costs Cffr.
Hull, S. D. .. . . E.-in-C.O. to Con- 22.4.44

tracts Dept.
Chief Insp. to Asst. Engr.
Gibson, J. . . .. Scot. Reg. to L.T.R. 1.10.44
•• Russel, J. K .. Scot. Reg. .. 25.9.44
‘‘Dunkley, L. W. .. Mid. Reg. .. 14.ll.44
Tinto, J. AL . . .. S.W. Reg. to Mid. 25.9.44

McWaltcr, VW. V_
Reg.

. . Scot. Reg. to Mid. Reg. 2.11.44
‘•Trueman, G. I;-. .. N.W. Reg. .. 14.11.44
•• Waite, D. . .
McDonald, T. H.

.. N. Ire. Reg. .. 14.11.44

.. N. Ire. Reg. to S.W. 14.11.44
Heg.

Name Region Date
Chief Insp. to Chief Insp. with Allee. 
Knott, H. H. R. .. S.W. Reg..........................22.10.44
Birch, F............................VW. & B.C. Reg. .. 1.11.44

Chief Insp. to Tech. Costs Offr.
Robinson, R. B. .. E.-in-C.O. to Con- 22.4.44

tracts Dept.

bisp. to Chief Insb.
Haines, J. P. . . .. Scot. Reg. . . .. 6.8.44
Fairs, A. E. .. .. L.T. R........................ 19.8.44
Fable, F. P. .. .. H.C. Reg................... 13.8.44
••Thirsk, R. D_ .. Md. Reg................... 15.10.44
Jarvis, H. W. .. .. H.C. Reg................... 15.10.44
Polhill, C. T. .. .. H.C. Reg.................. 27.8.44
Smith, S. C. .. .. H.C. Reg................... 8.10.44
** Clark, E. N. . . .. H.C.Reg.................. 8.10.44
Came, C. H. ... .. SAV. Reg.................. 10.9.44
Foskett, G. E. .. Scot. Reg. .. .. 8.10.44
••Brunton, J. B. .. Scot. Reg. .. ,. 1.10.44
MacCallum, A. ,. Scot. Reg. ,, .. 1.10.44
Little, S. J. .. .. L.T.R........................ 10.9.44
• ••Walters, T. L. .. E^in-C.O. .. „ 1.8.44
Peck, E. J. M. .. .. E.-in-C.O.................. 1.8.44
Conolly, E. J. .. .. NAW. Reg. .. l.ll.44
Foy .. .. .. L.T. R........................ 2.10.44
Wood, T. .. . . N.E. Reg. to E.-in- 19.11.44

c.o.

Tnsp. to Asst. Tech. Costs Offr.
Vickery, F. D... . E.-in-C.O. to Con- 22.4.44

tracts Dept.

S.IV.l to lnsp.
Allchin, M. C. V. .. H.C. Reg. to E.-in- 10.9.44

c.o.
Richardson, J. M. .. Test Section, Ldn. 3.5.44

•• Mobilised 
Retirements

Narnc Region Date Name Region Date
Chief Regional Eng!. Chi f Inspr.—condì.
Watkins, J. H. . . \V. & B.C. Heg. . 30.9.44 Turner, A. E. .. ., L.P.R. .. .. 31.10.44
Chief Inspr. with Alice. Inspr.
McCann, J. L. . , S.W. lieg. .. . 1.10.44 Misson, H. G. . . . . H.C. Reg_ .. .. 30.4.44
Halliday, C. W. . . W. & B.C Reg_ . 31.10.44 Rivers, H. G. .. .. L.T.R. .. .. 8.11.44

Tunnicliffe, R. T. . . N.I. Reg. . . .. 10.11.44Chief /nspr. -Mills, A. R. .. .. S.W. Reg. .. .. 21.ll.44
Hastings, J. W. . . H.C Reg. .. . 31.8.44 Malley, J. . . .. Scot. Reg. .. .. 25.11.44
Shaw, A. F. . . 1..T. Reg. .. . 3.9.44 Bradley, E. A. . . .. N.I. Reg. .. 27.11.44
Moss, F. R..................... H.C. lieg. .. . 25.10.4-l Middleton, K. M. .. E.in-C.O. .. . . 30.11.44

Transfers
Name licgion Date Name Rellon Date

Exec. Engr.
Beastall, J. G. . . N.W. Heg. to L.P.R. 19.11.44

Asst. Engr.
Glass, C. G. .. .. E.in—C.0. to L.T.R. 16.10.44
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Transfers--continued.
Name Region Date Name Region Date

Chief l nspr.
Tnomp^on, S. .. H.C. Reg. to L.T.R. 3.9.44

Insp •. (conlin.Md)
Tiiompson, K H. .. E.-in-C.O. to Mid. 20.11.44

Herbert, L. J. .. .. E.-in-C.O. to L.T.R. 22.10.44 Reg.
liispr. Probv. liispr.
Builey, N. .. .. H.C. Reg. to E.-in- 16.10.44 Si.1cl.1ir, B. R. . . E.-in-C.0. to H.C. 16.10.44

c.o. Reg.

Deaths
Name Region Date Name Region Date

Chief Inspr. /nsp. (cnntinii d) ,
Tugwell, P. C. .. .. H.C. Reg.................. 9.8.44 Gee, F. H. .. .. S.W. Reg., Death on 17.9.44
Jolliffe, A. P. .. .. H.C. Reg................... 2.11.44 Active Service

Spittle, S. .. .. S.W. Reg................... 22.9.44
Inspr. K nights, A. J. L. .. Mid. Reg. . . 29.9.44
Row, L. N. .. .. E.-in-C.O., Missing. 3.12.43 Sleigh, W. R. H. .. L.T.R......................... 20.10 .H

Death presumed on Taylor, E. .. .. N.E. Reg. . . .. 19.11.44
Military Service Townshend, E. .. N.E. Reg................... 21.11.44

Rowland, W. .. .. N.W. Reg................. 2.M.6.44 Cameron, J. W. .. E.-in-C.O.................. 27.10.44

Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers
Vacancies on Council

Notification is hereby given of the clection unopposed 
of the following members to fill the vacancies i.1dioated :

(1) Inspectors a11d Assistant. Chenzists and Pli_ysicists 
(Provinces).-J\Ir. V. D. PETTIT, Inspector, Cam- 
br idge.

(2) Draughtsmen, Class I and II (Provi11ces).-'-Ir. 
T. E. \VALKER, N. Eastern !legion, Leeds.

An election is proceeding in respect of the vacancy 
for the representative of the Assistant Engi.iccrs, 
.M.T.O. Class III, Chemists and Phy,ici;ts (E.-i.1-C.O.).

December, 1944. H. L. DUNSTER,
A cling Secretary.

Junior Section, Aberdeen
A general meeting of the above was held on Friday, 

November 10, 1944, when it was decided to reopen the 
local centre. The following office bearers were elected :

Hon President, Mr. C. F. Perryman ; Chairmai1, Mr. 
D. S. C. Buchan; Vice-Chairman, Mr. W. J. Cowie; 
Secretary, Mr. S. D. F. Buchan; Treasurer, Mr. 
C. L. Bannerman : Committee, Messrs. W. N. 
Davidson, G. W. A. Duguid, J. P. McGregor, A. S. 
Deacon, J. D. Neil.on. Auditors, Messrs. C. P. 
.Milne and F. J. Dignan.

The following programme has been arranged :
Date Subject

1.12.44 Police Boxes.
22.12.44 Carrier Frequency

Synchronisation.
15.1.46 Diesel Engines.

Spea/1er
J. W. Mitchell
G. W. A. Duguid

W. B. Davidson

11.2.45 U.S.W. Radio Links. J. D. Neilson
10.3.45 Open N ight (Any ------•

Questions ?).
31.3.45 External Construction. T. I. Miller
21.4.45 Cal?lc Fault Localisation. D. F. M. Peters

S. D.F.B.
Junior Centre, Edinburgh

The Edinburgh Centre of the Juni0r Section of the 
I.P.O.E.E., wl.ich ceased functio11ing at the outbreak 
of hostili.ics, has now recommenced activities. A corn 
mittee of five has been appointed as follows: Chairman, 
Mr. J. M. Wright; Vice-Chairman, Mr. G. Alexander; 
Secretary and Treasurer, llir. D. Cunningham ; 
Libratian, Mr. H. W. Onwin; with Mr. C. ilarrie 
appointed to the committee in an advbory capacity. 
Tuis Centre was the first to be established and is regis
tered as No. l. (I.P.O.E.E. ]011rnal, Vol. 25, Part 2 
refers.) Its revival is tnerdore particulady gratifying.

Two interesting meetings have already been held, 
and membership now numbers fifty. At the Octover 
meeting Mr. W. S. Procter, A.lll.l.E.E.. F.R.S.E., 
delivered a fine paper on "Tne Nature of Electricity." 
Tnis meeting was well attended and was an undoubted 
success.

The remainder of the programme is as follows : 
November 3.-" Carrier System No. 7," G. Ford, 
December.-" Radio Interference," J. Hiva.
January, 1945.-" Any Questions ? " (a" Brains Trust"

composed of five of the Senior Centre).
February.-" Two V.F. Signalling." 
.March.-Annual General Meeting.

D. C.
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Winder House, Douslu Street, London, S.W.I Phone : VICwno 34^

TESTINC 
INSTRUMENTS

It will rherefore bt appreciated by our numerous trade friends 
chot we con now only crccec>r orders wit/eh bear 4' Govtrnmtnl 
Contract 'Number and Priority Rodnr.

"AVO " Electrical Testing Instruments are 
actively engaged on the fighting and factory 
fronts, sharing a great responsibility with a 
proud sense of duty and high confidence in 
the future.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers
THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER. AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION 
CAPACITANCE. 50eeFmin. l,250eeF max.
LOSS ANGLE. Approximately I micro-radian in 

a dry atmosphere : 7 micro-radians in 75% 
rclaiive humidity, for the frequency range 
50 c.p.s. to 10,00 c.p.s.

DRIVE. Worm reduction gear, 50 : I ratio.
SCALE READING. To I part in 5,000 direct 

reading; To I part in 20,000 by interpolation.
BACKLASH. Not exceeding I part in 20,000. 
mMENS.ONS 1»,»^
Write for Bulletin B-537-A giving further particulars.

MUIRHEAD AND COMPANY LIMITED. ELMERS 
BECKENHAM, KENT. TELEPHONE: BECKENHAM 00-

A Standard of
Zero Loss Angle

VARIABLE AIR CONDENSER 
TYPE D-14-A

This three-terminal double-screened condenser 
is provided with a guard circuit which ensures 
that the dielectric of the plate-to-plate capaci
tance is composed entirely of air. This, together 
with the special surface treatment of the plates 
reduces the plate-to-plate power loss to a quantity 
which can be disregarded even when measuring 
the smallest power factors.

FOR OVER 6o YEARS DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF PRECISION INSTRUMENTS



PRINTING 
TELEGRAPH 
APPARATUS

TELEPRINTERS

HIGH SPEED MORSE INSTRUMENTS

RELAYS

AND REPEATERS

n r r and co-ltdCREED CROYDON

FREDERICK SMITH & CO. LTD. (^^^4; .1:.i¿¡^ ^) 
ANACONDA WORKS, SALFORD, 3, LANCS.

_____ Telephone: TeTe1«™ :
l!J.CKRllAl 8701 (8 linu) " ANACONDA " ^ANCHESTEll

TENAPLAS
©lecfrical insulation

TENAPLAS LTD., 7 PARK LANE, LONDON, W.I
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AND LIGHT-CURRENT SIGNALLING 
SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT ...

including S!rowger Automatic Telephone Equipment-standard 
almost the world over-for networks of all sizes or for isolated 
exchanges1 Manual Telephones and Exchange Equipment / Single 
and Multi-Channel (Carrier) Transmission Systems and Associated 
Apparatus ; Supervisory Remote Control Equipment / Colliery 
Telephone and Signalling Equipment / Electro-matic Street Traffic 
Signals and other products. Fully descriptive literature, catalcgues, 
etc., are available and will be sent upon application, whilst 
expert technical knowledge and advice are always at the servkF> 

of those interested.

UTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC COMPANY LTD

LONDON AND LIVERPOOL
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CERAMIC 
ll^^^fE C 0 N DEN SERS

The outstanding characteristics of U.I.C. 
Ceramic Pot and Plate Condensers are their 
high break-down strength, low loss factor, 
and small ^rnensions.
Tesr Vo/cage up to 15 KVD.C. or 10 KV R.M.S.
Working Vo/cageuptoioKVD.C.or 5 KV R.M:S. 
Radi'oFuquencyWorkingLoadfrom2.5toi5KVA 

according to type. CapacicyRange5 pF to i25opF. 
Tested to Specification K.110. Full details on request.

UNITED INSULATOR CO. LTD. 12-22 LAYSTALL STREET, LONDON, E.C.1
Tel.: TERminus 7383 (S linesI Grams. : Caloncl, Smith, London

T H E P I 0 N E ER S OF L 0 W L O SS CE RAMUS-

WESTINGHOUSE

Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers more 
than meet G.P.O. standards ofreliability 
and efficiency. Every unit, including the 
latest "Westalite" selenium-compound 
rectifier, has behind it the experience of 
eighteen years' rectifier technique 
and development and is built up to a 
standard and not down to a price.
Illustrated is a Mobile Power Unit for 
V.F. Telegraph Equipment, 24 and 130 
volts output, incorporating " Westat " 
Constant Potential System.
Descriptive pamphlet No. 11 H describes the principles 
of many clrculu employed In communiaclon encineerlnc 
In which Westlnchouse Metal Rectifiers play a prominent 
part. We shall be plu.sed to send a copy to any Inters 
ested Post Office Engineer

METAL RECTIFIERS WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO. LTD., 
Pew Hill House, Chippenham, Wilts.
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lEMEN

[F>ß©©(U)(gT

.Contractors for

Cables for Telegraphy, Telephony

and the Electric Transmission of

tenance of Overland Telegraph,

Power Transmission

and Telephone

- -

J
• 7Í J .

the manufacture, laying 

tenance of Submarine

Telephone and 

Lines, Marine Wireless Telegraph

Installations, Public

ELECTRIC 
LAMPS

PUBLIC 
TELEPHONE EXCHANGES

and Private Telephone Exchanges 

and Carrier Equipment for 

Telephone Lines.

...

"ZED" FUSES
L.T. SWITCH & FUSE GEAR

Power, for the erection and main-

Manufacturers of
Electric Lamps of all types for 
Domestic, Industrial and Street 
Lighting, including "Sieray" Electric 
Discharge Lamps, Fluorescent Tubes, 
Motor Car Lamps, Projectors, etc.

NIQPMOHt

ELECTRIC WIRES & CABLES
CABLE

JOINT BOXES

TELEPHONE CABLES
Aerial, Underground, Submarine

OVERHEAD 
LINE MATERIAL

CELLS & BATTERIES
Dry, Fluid & Inert

ELECTRICAL 
MARINE APPARATUS

PRIVATE
TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

CARRIER-CURRENT EQUIPMENT
WIRELESS EQUIPMENTFOR SHIPS

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD.
J \

LONDON, S.E.I8
SIEMENS I RIC LAMPS & SUPPLIES LTD., 38~39 UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, Ê-C-4
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ERICSON TELEPHONES LTD., Head Office: 56, Kingsway, London, W.C.2^ Tel.:-HOL. 6936. Works Beeston, Motts:)

I !

66 years of steady progress in telephony 
and Its applications sees Ericssons in 
their extensive plant to-day utilising 
Modern Plastics for the improvement of 
telephone design and efficiency. 
Ericssons have unrivalled experience in

the production of telephone equipment 
required to function under tropical and 
similar extreme conditions—taking full 
advantage of the application of Plastics 
in this connection.
Enquiries welcomed.

i 
i

' • N.
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REGISTERED TRADE MARK

QUARTZ
Q.2.B Machine. This 
is the original Q.2, 
but redesigned, giving 
full protection to all 
slides, lead screw, etc. 
New type gear box 

enlarged and 
strengthened.

CUTTING
MACHINES

Cutting can now be 
carried out in a totally 
enclosed clear view 
splash guard enclosing 
the whole table. There 
are other new and 
interesting features too 
—details on request.

LIGIIT & ^AVY D^^ MA^^^ 
HAVE BEEN RE-DESIGNED&J^ROVED 
LATEST DEVELOPMENT, ^AND
AUTOMATIC NOTC^G MA^^^
• • • DETAILS ARE NOW AVAILABLE

caplin Engineering co. ltd.
25 years of service to the engineering 
and allied trades.

Well over one thousand " CAPCO " 

machines in use to-day, including hun
dreds of special machines and apparatus. 
" CAPCO " is synonymous with accuracy.

Designers and manufacturers of Copco Sound-on-Film 
recorders and equipment. Copco built recorders are In use 
at Elstree, Pathe News and Universal Talking News, etc. 
Patentees and manufacturers of Capco Enamelled Wire 
Cleaning machines.

BEACONSFIELD RD WILLESDEN, LONDON, N.W.10
Sole Agents : CAPCO (Sales) LTD. Telephone : Wlllesden 0067-8



TRADE MARKS
A guarantee of Quality

A registered trade mark is the sole property d 
the trade mark owner and distinguishes his products.

The word "MEGGER" is the registered trade mark of 

Evershed &: Vignoles Ltd.

and must only be used to describe their products.

for example, a » M EGG ER " Insulation Tester means 

the instrument is. made to the designs, standards 

and i:.>pection of Evershed & Vi3noles Ltd.

Thus the registered trade mark “MEGGER" which is 

known all over the world, is your guarantee of a 

high quality product.

Announcement or Evershed & Vlcnoles Ltd., Chlswlck, London, W.4.
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^CABLE WORKS, Ud_ SOUTHAMPTON

THE SOLDI R WIRE WITH 3-CORES OF NON -CORROSIVE ERSIN FLUX

Printed by SANDERS miLUPS & CO LTD.. The toward Press. Chrywdl Road. London, SAV.O, and 
published by BIRCH & WHITTINGTON /^I<« * c. /.(/.). Ensom Surrey.

xii

MAINTAINING EFFICIENCY

THE HIGH STANDARD OF EFFICIENCYOF PIRELLI -GENERAL TELEPHONECABLES IS MAINTAINED BY THECONTINUOUS RESEARCH WORK OFAN EXPERIENCED TECHNICAL STAFF.
SO^^^^UN 

l141(S^^

n:t.E.GR^AMS 
"P!(^GEKAYBa. 

50I^^^^W

Of course, Ersin Multicore 3-Core Solder is not as cheap as or^^^y solder 
—but it costs less in the end. The three cores of Ersin flux being continuous, 
there is no waste of either labour or material, and no dry joints even with the 
majority of highly oxidised components. One pound of sixteen S.W.G. Ersin 
Multi.core Solder will give as many as 4,416 sound joints which ^m be t^ted 

' to remain sound, both electrically and mechanically. Firms engaged 011 
\ • government contracts are invited to write for reference sheet and samples 

• o! Ersin Multicore Solder Wire—approved by the A.l.D. and G.P.O. for all 
purpoaes where resin i3 specified.
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